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I. INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The goal of fchip thesis is to bring about a better

understanding of the cultural forces in Korean society-

affecting the growth of the Protestant Church. During my

research of five years ago, I became aware of cultural factors,

particularly animism and shamanism, that, even though largely

ignored by missionaries, were probably very important to the

growth of the Church in Korea. Four subsequent years of

working in evangelism in Korea convinced me that the research

outlined and recommended in ray book, Wildfire: Church Growth

in Korea , pp. 217-219# was essential to understand how the

Church grew in Korea in the past and how to produce more growth

in our own day.

The Korean Church won people primarily out of segments

of the population with an animistic culture. To understand

the dynamic forces at work in the society, we must answer two

questions: what was the peculiar preparation of animism for

the reception of the Gospel in Korea? and - what were the

points of power struggle between the animistic culture of

Korea and the Gospel of Jesus Christ? I hope this current
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study will help to answer those questions.

This study has implications for the Christian mission

in other parts of the world because the Gospel has spread

rapidly in animistic society. C. V. Ranson is quoted from

the Bangkok Report, The Christian Prospect in Eastern Asia ,

p. 6 5» as calling for the Christian forces of Asia to come

to grips with the greater religious traditions because -

There have been great accessions to the Church,
but invariably, where men and women have been won in
large numbers to the Christian allegiance, they have
been won from a background which is primarily animistic
and tribal. It is still true that it is among those
simpler, more unsophisticated, more oppressed people
that the Word of the Lord runs freely (W.C.C. 195^5

Ranson is right in saying that the large numbers of Christian

people have been won out of animism but we challenge the

Implication that we must change our emphasis in mission from

the responsive animists to the non-responsive people of the

so-called 'great religions.' We also challenge the state-

ments that the people who are animistic are necessarily

tribal, simpler, more unsophisticated and more oppressed.

This kind of thinking was discarded a half century ago by

anthropologists and it does not represent a Christian under-

standing of man. McGavran calls this kind of thinking by

missionaries "cultural overhang," where the philosophy of

the missionary's native land is ascribed to be the norm for

all countries (McGavran 1957s85-92). Thus, Westerners who

tend to look down on tribal people or animists would

erroneously consider a few accessions to Christianity by

people out of the 'great religions’ to be more valuable than

*
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strengthening a sweeping movement to Christ of animists.

This cultural overhang can only damage the world-wide mission

of the Church and I hope this study will be a corrective.

I hope, also, that this study will be applicable

wherever animistic culture may be found. The same principle

should work the world around. Wherever animists are

responsive to the Gospel of Christ, we must find out how

they are coming to Christ, what dynamic forces are involved

in their coming to Christ, and, using that knowledge, we

must win more people.

Me thodo logy

A large part of the thesis will be ethno-his torical

research into the culture of Korea about 1880 and following.

The source material for this study will be the writings of

participants in the events, both national and Western, and,

in each case, those of the Christian mission and those whose

orientation is ethnology. Sources in Korean are consulted.

A distressing amount of material found in some unpublished

English dissertations by Korean nationals was lifted without

acknowledgment from missionary sources.

Modern day writers and personal experience will be

used to try and see the cultural effects on Christianity in

Korea
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Definition of Religion

Study of the religious culture of a country demands

that a definition of the term religion be sought before

carrying out the study. The problem becomes acute in using

primary sources which deal with the religious life of the

country and where the writers exhibit a very wide divergence

of opinion as to what they mean by religion.

A detailed argument for a definition of religion is

beyond the scope of the thesis. However, we must come to a

working definition of religion in order to know what

phenomena to include and exclude in our study. The problem

is not to find a correct definition of religion, but to find

a definition that will include all the religious phenomena

we find in Korea.

To begin with, we must understand what the Korean

people considered to be a religion as defined by the term

chongkyo . The Japanese colonial government recognized



Buddhism as the only ancient religion of Korea. Other

organ i zed bodies such as Chundokyo and Tanggunkyo are

dismissed as being superstition and not real religion.

Animism and shamanism are not even mentioned under the heading

of religion (Annual Report of Governor-General 1 9

1

8 - 1 92 1 : 86 ;

also 1921-1922:108). The official definition excluded a

good part of the religious experience of Korea.

The Korean people themselves have almost as narrow

a definition of religion as the former Japanese colonial

government. In the authoritative six-volume Korean

Encyclopedia , under the definition of chongkyo , the religions

of Korea are listed in order of their size - Buddhism and

Christianity being the largest. Confucianism, Chundokyo ,

Taechongkyo and Islam are listed and several small, other

religious bodies are mentioned (Kim, Hung Suk 1962: Vol. 5.

569 ).

Any mention of animism or shamanism is missing under

this heading of chongkyo (religion). Shamanism is listed

elsewhere in the encyclopedia and is referred to later on in

this thesis. The technical term in Korean for animism, which

is listed in dictionaries, is missing in this encyclopedia.

Here again, much of the religious life of Korea has been left

out because this definition includes only those religious

bodies that are organized and have been recognized as

religious organizations for civil purposes, can be considered

under the category of religion.

Not only the Korean Encyclopedia , but also the article
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on shamanism in the Mew Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia denies

that shamanism is a religion (Gilmore 1911:385)*

Part of the cause for the exclusion of animism and

shamanism from religious phenomena is because of a misunder-

standing that relegated animism to the status of some primi-

tive, underdeveloped system not yet evolved to the status of

religion, Radin states the problem when he says -

The evolutionary theory, during its heyday in the
1870's and ' 80

'

s ,
still further complicated and mis-

represented the situation, and from the great classic
that created modern ethnology - Tylor's Primitive
Culture

,
published in 1870 - future ethnologists were

to imbibe the cardinal and fundamentally misleading
doctrine that primitive peoples represent an early
stage in the history of the evolution of culture
(Radin 1957:*).

Vfhether the Japanese, Korean and Western authors were

directly influenced by this evolutionary theory of religion

is not known. At least, if they were not directly influenced,

their thinking was of the same order.

Anthropologists, like Radin, have shown that animism

and shamanism have been excluded from religion because of a

misunderstanding. Animism and shamanism have every bit as

complex a doctrinal and ritual system as the so-called 'high

religions.' They cannot be excluded from religion on the

grounds that they are underdeveloped.

In Korea, there is a lack of the formal religious

observance found in other countries such as India. The first

Protestant missionary to Korea noted that when the lascars

(East Indian sailors) would not take food from the Koreans

because of some superstition, the Koreans -
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. . . would not believe that it was religious super-
stition which caused them to refuse this present;
for possessing very few religious feelings themselves,
they found it hard to believe that others were guided
by them (Gutzlaff 183^:27).

Gutzlaff saw that the Koreans had no religious taboos about

their food and therefore considered them unreligious.

Travelers and casual visitors to Korea found much

less visible religious life in this country than elsewhere

and so they wrote that Korea had no religion. Underwood

answered this comment by showing the travelers were not

observant. Some said that there were no temples in Seoul but

he says that it is a mistake because there were -

. . . several fairly large Confucian temples, a few
shaman shrines, and the presence within the court-
yard of every large mansion of an ancestral tablet
house where at stated times sacrifices are offered
. . . (Underwood, H.G. 1908:78).

Observers claiming Korea had no religious life may have

formed their views because of an inadequate and narrow defi-

nition of religion. Missionaries dealing with the Korean

people saw the religious elements in animism and shamanism.

One such missionary says that "Religion is the sum total of

all man's belief in the spiritual realm." (Moose 1911:189)

This definition, with the addition of one more element, seems

to be a working definition for religion in this thesis.

Marett says it well when he states that in his view primitive

religion is "something not so much thought out as danced out."

(Marett 191^+ixxxi) He means that while the sense of awe and

belief is an important part of religion, still more important

is the way the participant acts out his belief. In other
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words, the rites of religion are as important as the doctrine.

Radcliffe-Brown says that we would do better to concentrate

our study of religion on the rites rather than beliefs, in

order to understand that religion better. Beliefs do not

give rise to the rites, but rather the rites of religion give

rise to the beliefs (Racliffe-Brown 1952:155)* The action in

religion comes first and the doctrinal treatment follows.

Vhether or not we agree with Radcliffe-Brown on the

matter of priority is not the important point, however, He

is certainly correct in stressing the importance of the rite.

Religion has three visible levels: the ritual, beliefs, and

behavior, in order of increasing difficulty of change (Nida

1965:102). Ve propose trying to discover Korean animistic

belief through objective observation of religious behavior

and ritual.

In summary, then, we can use part of Durkheim’s

definition of religion:

A religion is a unified system of beliefs and
practices relative to sacred things, that is to say,
things set apart and forbidden . . . (Durkheim 1966 :

62).

In this study we are concerned with the beliefs and practices

related to the things the Korean people hold sacred. To have

a religious system, Durkeim goes on, it is necessary to

stress the community of believers, also. This is acceptable

for the purposes of this study, if the community can be very

loosely defined even as a subconscious community. For, it

seems the understanding of a religious community is beneath

the conscious practice of those who adhere to shamanism and
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animism in Korea.

Definition of Animism

E. B. Tylor (1953:9*10) gave us the term animism

"to investigate the deep-lying doctrine of Spiritual Beings,

which embodies the very essence of Spiritualistic as opposed

to Materialistic philosophy. " He used the term to cover

"the general belief in spiritual beings" and chose it in place

of spiritualism , which had acquired an ambiguity due to the

emergence of a sect by that name. Tylor was interested in

the problem of how ’primitive’ man differentiated between

the living and the dead. The soul or living spirit, then,

was extended to be in objects in the thinking of the animist.

The problem with Tylor ’s definition has been alluded to in

the previous section. He was concerned primarily with origins

and believed that animism was the minimum definition of

religion. All religion, he thought, evolved from animism.

Anthropologists today are not so concerned with origins and

reject that part of Tylor’ s theory.

Marett attempts to describe the animistic practices

of a person in terms of the feeling of awe in the person.

And when this is absent, even though a soul is attributed to

the object, Marett describes it as "animatism, " which is a

less religious feeling

Marett was trying to describe functionally the actions
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of the animist. We shall try to find a functional definition

for animism that will describe the animistic practice s in

Korea to enable us to 'think animist.'

Westerners and Wes tern- trained Koreans have tried

to label animism as it is found in Korea with a Korean word.

The word used is Shinkyo , literally, "spirit doctrine," or

"doctrine of the gods." This is a logical extension of the

existing words in Korean that name Christianity as Yesukyo

or "Jesus doctrine;" Buddhism as Pu lkyo or "doctrine of

Buddha;" and Confucianism as Yukyo or "doctrine of the

Scholar.

"

It is simple to jump to the conclusion that there

ought to be a name for the animistic practices of the people

and a suitable name would be Shinkyo . I so concluded but

found no Korean informant who would accept it. Osgood says

that spirit worship is, "Known to the people as Sinkyo ..."

(Osgood 1951 *2^5) A book for Westerners says that sometimes

shamanism is referred to by the people as Shinkyo (Lee Jai

Hyon 1955 : 318 ).

However, other evidence leads me to believe that this

word shinkyo is a name constructed by missionaries to give

them a handle to better grasp the meaning of Korean animism.

A thorough student of Korean culture could find no single

Korean phrase to express their belief in demonism or shamanism.

She could find no term in the Korean language that described

animism in nineteenth century Korea (Bishop 1898:426). Even

more conclusive proof is given by Dr. David Chung. First he
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cites H. G. Underwood in The Religions of Eastern Asia ,

1910, p. 9^ t where Underwood uses the term shinkyo and calls

it the doctrine of the gods. Then Chung says that this is

purely a construct and that the religion Underwood refers to

is "a religion without a name ,
" In addition, according to

Chung, it is a syncretic religion (Chung 1961:95)*

So we must look elsewhere than the Korean language

to find a definition for animism. Actually, what we need is

not a definition but a description of what happens in Korean

society. This was attempted by Brown when he said, "Animism

is a religion of fear, ghosts, portents, witches and demons.

Air, earth and water teem with them." (Brown 1919:86) To

put it in another way, this belief in spiritual beings

inhabiting the animal, vegetable and mineral parts of the

earth, even though unnamed by the Korean people, will be

referred to by the word "animism" which in this case, like

the word shinkyo , is a construct.

Further, we must acknowledge that animism, in a good

part of Korean life, does not exist alone or by itself.

Chung says that all of the religious beliefs imported into

Korea have dissolved animism into themselves, and therefore

animism did not maintain its own independence . This dissolving

of Korean animism into each of the imported religions has

given each of these religions a distinctive Korean character

(Chung 1959*161).

Then, what we have in Korea is not an organized religion

with a philosophical doctrine; we have a large portion of the
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population who believe strongly that there is a world of

spirits around them and act accordingly. This forms a sub-

culture of animistic strata, creating a fundamental part of

the culture of Korea.

This phenomenon of animism dissolving itself into

incoming religions is world-wide. Examples of religions with

animistic features are popular Hinduism, Thai Buddhism,

Bantu and Indonesian Islam, and the Chr i s t opagoni sm of

Guatemala, to mention only a few. In all of these cultures,

this animistic substructure of the religious life is

important to the spread of Christianity. The problem we

must deal with is not how theologians of the great religions

regard Christianity but how will the myriads of people who

adhere to a religion with this amalgam of animism respond to

the Gospel of Jesus Christ.



II THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF KOREA c. 1880

Spirit ’Worship

Spirit worship is an integral part of Korean reli-

gion. In this section I shall treat the worship of spirits

separately from ancestor worship, the mudang and the p'anau,

but this does not mean that they are separate compartments

in Korean thought. They are separated here only for purposes

of definition. In reality they are inter-related. Particu-

larly the mudang and spirit worship cannot be compartmentalized

because all sickness, which the mudang treats, is caused by

possession of spirits, and she treats illness by persuading

the offending spirit to leave. Some of the religious acts

that a person performs are done on the instruction of the

mudang and p'ansu, who are expert at dealing with the spirits.

They use the fetishes the mudang makes for them and offer the

proper sacrifices under her instruction.

Religious paraphernalia, which will be treated in a

separate section, also, probably are not separated from the

spirits in a Korean's mind, but clarity demands separate

treatment. Religious services for the propitiation of the

13



spirits held at an altar on one occasion by professionals,

will be held on another occasion by a family member in a

private ceremony. With all this in mind, we will try to gain

some understanding of the complicated, confused and often

contradictory spirit world of Korean animistic society.

Importance of Spirit Worship in Korea

Scholars did not agree as to the importance of the

spirits in the life of a Korean. Dr. James S. Gale, a

scholar of Korea, reacted vigorously to Mrs. Bishop's state-

ment implying that worship of spirits was the principal

belief of the Korean people. Gale said this was not so;

ancestor worship was the Korean's basic belief. In des-

cribing the spirit worship of the Korean people, he quoted

at length from Bishop, whose principal source was George

Heber Jones. Gale believed so strongly that Bishop was wrong

in her assessment of the importance of spirit worship that

when he quoted her as saying "This belief [in spirits] keeps

the Korean in a perpetual state of nervous apprehension . . .

he omitted an important qualifying clause (Gale 1909:84).

She actually says, "This belief, and it seems to be the only

one he has, keeps the Korean in a perpetual state of nervous

apprehension ..." (Bishop 1898:404)

The opinion of Gale as to the primacy of ancestor

worship would be one ascribed to literate Koreans well-versed
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in the Chinese classics, as was Gale himself. But the

opinion of Mrs. Bishop, who believed that spirit worship

formed the basic religious life of the majority of the

Koreans, would be the kind of observation from a keen observer

of people, who formed her opinions about a Korean's religious

life from what she saw the Korean people doing in th**ir daily

lives. Yhile the worship of spirits may not have the order,

the finesse and reasonableness of the worship of ancestors,

Bishop was probably right in believing this animism forms the

basic religious life of most of Korean society.

A modern Korean scholar supports this when he notes

that the two basic elements in the religious beliefs of the

majority of the Koreans are Shamanism and Confucianism. He

places the shamanistic beliefs in primary importance (Ryu

Tongshik 1965s English 244, Korean 188). A contemporary of

Mrs. Bishop stated, referring to the spirits, that "nearly

all the women and three- four ths of the men of Korea stand in

mortal terror of these malevolent beings." (Gifford 1898 : 89 »

90) He also said that spirit worship was "undoubtedly the

religion of the country, as well as the oldest of all its

beliefs." (Gifford 1898 : 107 [italics his])

An anthropologist citing Jones concluded that the

spirit world and the natural world were indistinguishable

to a Korean (Levy-Bruhl 1925:68). Although Levy-Bruhl '

s

basic assumption that primitive people had a different system

of thought has been largely discredited, at least, we may say

that in Korean society, ghosts and spirits are very real to
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the Korean people. A relationship of the different religious

beliefs and the primacy of spirit worship has been well said

by Hu lber t

:

As a general thing, we may say that the all-round
Korean will be a Confucianist when in society, a
Buddhist when he philosophises and a spirit-worshipper
when he is in trouble. Now, if you want to know what
a man's religion is, you must watch him when he is in
trouble. Then his genuine religion will come out, if
he has any. It is for this reason that I conclude that
the underlying religion of the Korean, the foundation
upon which all else is mere superstructure, is his
original spir i t-worship (Hulbert 1 906 : 403 » 404 )

.

History of Spirit Worship

Worship of the spirits has its origins in preliterate

history, but we find references in Korean literature dating

about six hundred years after the birth of Christ to the work

of spirits. The story is of a Kokuryu King, who punished by

death two of his servants for mutilating a sacrificial pig

that escaped before it could be sacrificed. The King punished

the servants by burying them alive but he soon became ill

himself. He summoned the "witch-woman" who explained the

reason for his illness as being the two souls of the dead

servants threatening the King's life. The story goes that

the King confessed to these servants' souls and was forgiven

(Gale 1924: Chapter 8). The belief in spirits was firmly

entrenched, at least in the palace.

Literature in Korea is filled with tales of fairies

and spirits Some of these stories came from China, but they
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always have a Korean twist (cf . Gale 1924: Chapter 20).

Very early, at least by the fifteenth century A. D.

,

the cause of sickness was popularly thought of as spirit

possession (Gale 1924: Chapter 26). Early travelers to Korea

noted the spirit houses. Gutzlaff described one on his trip

to Korea in 1832 ( 1834:280). He described a building that

is similar to the spirit houses one still finds in Korea today.

With the foregoing brief description, it is not difficult to

conclude that animism in Korea is both ancient and important.

Relationship of Spirit Worship to Chinese Animism

We note in passing that there is a strong resemblance

of Korean animism to the animism practiced in China. There

is a linguistic relationship. Two classes of spirits are

found in China and are called shen and kwe

i

. The shen

(pronounced "shin” in Korean) is a good, intelligent, bene-

volent spirit. The kwe

i

(pronounced "kwee" in Korean) is an

evil and malevolent spirit (Dore '
1 9 1 4 : II, iii). A very-

strong good luck charm of China is the palgwa or "eight

diagrams." These are similar to the central diagram on the

Korean flag. A scholar assessing the work of Dore’ in his

Researches into Chinese Superstitions , says,

All the superstitions which Dore' describes are
either practiced or known to the Koreans. W

rith certain
additions and subtractions this monumental work forms
the best material for the study of Shamanism (Paik
1929 : 17 ).-
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This should be enough to indicate that there is a rich field

for comparative study of the effect of animism on church

growth in China with the effect of animism on the church

growth in Korea, but this is beyond the scope of the present

s tudy

.

Types of Spirits

In trying to make a catalog of the different types

of spirits in Korea, I can do no better than to follow closely

George Heber Jones’ careful study ( 1 90 1 : 37- 58 ) • Most writers

in English dealing with Korean spirit worship have used Jones

as a primary source. Indeed, I have found no English source

contradicting or giving any significant additions to the

study Jones made in 1901 , so I will follow his order.

Hananim . Jones, in his study of the spirits, correctly

does not deal with the concept of a high god, Hananim , the

word for God now used by Christians. Jones does not make the

mistake of some writers who were prone to read into Korean

thought Christian views of God, such as "God is a Spirit,"

which were not present in pre-Christian Korean concepts of

Hananim . Missionaries also confused worship by the Emperor

at the Temple of Heaven in times of famine, drought, or other

great calamity, with the worship of Hananim . It has been

said that Hananim was called on to bring rain (Moose 1911*191
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and Clark 1932:196). Palmer points out that this is in error

(l967:7)* The god worshipped to bring rain is of Chinese

origin and "can be said to have only such connection with the

Korean Hananim as grows out of a common but independent con-

cept of Divinity in the two countries." (Hulbert 1906:405)

After study of books on Chinese and early Korean

religions, Underwood found that in the time of "Kokurei"

(probably Koguryo 37 B.C. - 668 A.D.), Hananim was worshipped

as one god. Then it was a descriptive term signifying "the

only one." (Underwood, H.G. 1918:126)

Some missionaries claimed that Hananim was the chief

of all spirits (Moose 1911:191). This concept of Hananim

probably was not acceptable to a pre-Christian era Korean.

There is no evidence to show that the Korean people, in pre-

Christian days, associated the god of the sky or Hananim with

the spirits they dealt with daily. Hulbert ' s description of

Hananim is probably the best pure Korean estimation of this

god, uncolored by Christian ideas: The belief in Hananim was

. . . far removed from crude na ture-wor ship ....
The Koreans all consider this being to be the Supreme
Ruler of the universe. He is entirely separated from
and outside the circle of various spirits and demons
that infest all nature .... The Koreans have never
attempted to make any physical representation of
Hananim. He has never been worshipped by the use of
any idolatrous rites .... As a rule the people do
not worship Hananim. He is appealed to by the Emperor
only. . . . (Hulbert 1 906 : 404 , 405

)

Hulbert says that because of this belief in Hananim

. . . the Koreans are strictly monotheists, and the
attributes and powers ascribed to this being are in
such consonance with those of Jehovah that the foreign
missionaries (Protestant) have almost universally
accepted the term for use in teaching Christianity
(Hulbert 1906:4o4).
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The value of using the term Hananim in the Christian Church

in Korea was greatly enhanced by the fact that this belief,

while it was a belief in one god, was a belief in nothing

else. In other words, for the average Korean person, the

concept of Hananim was empty and was supplanted by Christian

concepts. A modern Korean dictionary and modern Korean

encyclopedia consulted simply ignore any ancient concept of

Hananim and give only the Christian concept of God as a

definition for Hananim ( Kuguh Se Sa1un :858 and Tae Bek Kwa

Sa/jun : Vol. 6, 490, 49 1 ) • If there ever was any ancient

belief concerning the nature of Hananim, it has been lost

or is suppressed and considered unimportant by modern Korean

scholars

.

Obang Changgun . The Obang Changgun , the god-generals

,

and their lieutenants, the ShinJang , have been described in

relation to the p'ansu in a following section. These were

considered very powerful gods (Jones 1901:42,43).

San Sin: Mountain God . A Korean proverb runs,

"Cross over a mountain and you will find another mountain.

"

The Korean people are surrounded by mountains. In no place

on the peninsula can the horizon be viewed unobstructed by

mountains. Further, the mountains produce the fuel to cook

the rice and heat the homes. They yield occasional game

such as deer, wild pig, and pheasant, and also produce that

mysterious elixir root shaped like a man: ginseng. Wild
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animals, including the fierce tiger, roam the mountains.

Because of the proximity of the mountains to the

people, because of the mystery, and the economic effect the

mountains have on the lives of the Koreans, it seems natural

that they would believe in the god of the mountain or San

Sin . Often he was pictured as an old man with a long, white

beard and, quite often, was a figure in the dreams and fairy

tales of the Korean people. Some stories about him are not

unlike Rip Van Winkle.

Sometimes his picture is painted on a rock on the

mountainside. The picture is of an old man. I have never

seen one of these paintings or carvings in Korea, although

I have traveled through the mountains hunting and visiting

mountain communities. A Korean scholar points out that the

picture of the mountain god found in the National Geographic

Magazine of October, 1924 on page 358, has been mislabelled

as being a representation of Buddha (Son 1948:358). Actually,

it is a representation of the mountain god.

A missionary reports that one will find on the

mountainside a shrine containing a picture of the god and

possibly a tiger, located where people going to the mountains

to hunt, to search for wild ginseng, or to gather fuel will

make their offerings (Jones 1901*43*44).

Sunandang:* Common Spirit House or Spirit Altar .

Sunandang is the name of the altar where local deities reside

and where they are worshipped. Often this altar will be found

*
Colloquial for Sung Whang Dang
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beside the road on a mountain pass, but contrary to Clark,

who translated sunandang "mountain-pass gods," they may be

found on the plain also (Clark 1932:200). A Korean scholar

points out that Mrs. Bishop mistranslated sunand ang as "altar

of the holy prince." (Bishop 1898:417) An informant probably

gave her the meaning for a homonym (Son Chin-T'ae 1948:162).

A better translation is "the shrine or temple of the site of

the fortress." (Jones 1901:45)

The altar consists of a heap of stones tossed there

by passers-by to receive good luck on their journey, possibly

a sacred tree and a plain, small hut that is practically

empty of any material object. Sometimes rags or strips of

paper are vaiiously hung there. A parallel form of worship

existed among the Incas. At the top of a pass or a critical

point on a journey, travelers stopped to make offerings of

worn-out sandals, cocoa quid, straw, or a stone placed on the

pile (Rowe 1958:544).

In Korea this sunandang is the place where both a

professional mudang (shaman) and lay persons make their

sacrifices and petitions to the spirits regarding a multitude

of their desires. According to Jones, this cult of the

sunandang was particularly strong in Vhangheh Province ( 1901s

46). A custom of expectorating on the altar may have arisen

as a means to divert the attention of the snake spirit which

is thought to be evil (Jones 1901*45-48). An informant told

a Korean scholar from Taegu that the throwing of a stone on

the altar was to keep from getting a sore foot on a journey.
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and the spitting on the altar was to keep from getting an

evil spirit (Son Chin-T'ae 1948:164). Expectoration is a

symbol of purification and warding off evil spirits in many

cultures

.

The exact meaning and tradition that built up around

these altars is lost. Because while we find slightly

different names and different meanings attached to these altars

in each province, Koreans themselves never bothered to set

down descriptions of the sunandang . A Korean scholar

searching for their meaning in antiquity, eventually had to

rely on Western sources (Son Chin-T'ae 1 948 : 1 59- 1 60 )

.

Toji Sin: Earth Spirits . These earth spirits are

found at the site where a person wishes to locate a grave

and must be propitiated before the corpse can be laid to

rest. The sacrifice offered resembles ancestor worship but

is actually an offering to the spirits of the soil (Jones

1901 :48) .

Chun Sin: Spirit of the Village . This is the spirit

of the village or a group of hamlets in a valley and is

actually a community's god. The Chun Sin is represented by

a fetish of a staw booth erected over a pair of sandals

standing near the demon tree. And the local community is

taxed to offer sacrifices to this deity (Jones 1901:48,49).

Tok-gabi: Ghosts . Hulbert divides the spirit world
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that of Kwe e shin which

are of extra-human origin, and the Tok-gabi which represent

the souls of the deceased (Hulbert 1906:405). Jones says

that the tok-gabi may have either purely spiritual origins

or may be the soul of a departed person (1901:49). At any

rate, the t ok -gab l are usually malevolent, more powerful,

and more numerous than the kwee shin . Tok-gabi will be

prevalent at execution grounds, battle-fields, and scenes

of murder or fatal disaster and resemble the Western idea of

a ghost. Stories of the t ok-gab

i

are legion. Most people

have had experience of meeting them on a dark night, seeing

their light, or have had some other experience with them.

Jones, around the turn of the century, had obviously listened

to many tok-gabi stories ( 1 90

1

: 49-5 1 ) » as have I, in my own

time, from both Christians and non-Christians. There is

nothing inconsistent in the mind of a Korean Christian about

-believing in the tok-gabi .

Sa^wi or Sejjn S in : _ Unc 1 e an__o r Tramp Sp i rit . Th e s e

are the wanderers and the outcasts of the spirit world of

Korea who give a person indigestion and when they have an

opportunity, come into a person and cause all sorts of

afflictions. The early Bible translators used the term

sagwi for unclean spirit, but the present edition of the

Korean Bible uses the term, unclean kwee shin , to translate

unclean spirit, rather than the sagwi which is of Chinese

origin (Jones 1 90 1 : 5 1 -2 [a ] )

.
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Yong: Dragon , A well-known god of the Chinese that

is also feared by the Korean people is the dragon. He lives

in deep pools, in the river, and in wells. Most Koreans

believe that the dragon ictually exists and there are many

stories about him. Jones states that he generally appears

as the herald of the birth of some marvelous child ( 1901 :

pages erroneously numbered 52 , 5

1

1 52 , 53 ) • An example is the

vision of a dragon that came to Sa-imdang before the birth

of her famous philosopher son, Eee Yool Gok, from Kangnung

on the east coast of Korea. The room where his mother Sa-

imdang had the dLreata of the black dragon is preserved in

Kangnung as a museum today. Also, in times of severe drought,

a raudang will be called upon to have a dragon koo

t

to open

the sky the dragon is supposed to have shut up.

Household Gods . There are a multitude of household

gods surrounding every part of the house and every activity

of the family. These gods usually reside in some type of

fetish and are often indistinguishable from the fetish

itself. Again we follow the order given by Jones in des-

cribing these gods

.

The Sungju is the ruler of the house and resides in

a paper envelope containing rice which is placed by the mudang

on the ridgebeam in the principal room of the house. The

Sung ju , as well as other ..household gods, is worshipped in

the spring and autumn. Just beneath the Sung ju is the To ju

or the lord of the site, who is a relative of the mountain
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god and the Toji Sin , by virtue of their being in the family

of earth gods. His fetish will be in the backyard as a

booth of straw. Next is the Op.ju or lord of luck. A mascot

in the form of a person or animal may be attached to the

Op ju and through him the family will receive good luck.

Outside the gate of the house will be the kuleep or

messenger of the god of the house. His fetish will be one

or two cast-off sandals, some money, a coolie's hat, or an

old head of a fish. He runs errands for the spirits of the

house

.

The Munho Sin is the spirit that guards the entrance

to the house. The fetish is a hat and surplice of a Yamen

runner hanging at the entrance gate. A Yuk Sin is the spirit

of smallpox which the mudang must go to great pains to exorcise.

The Cheong or human effigy is a doll-charm made of

straw with a piece of money in it. The doll-charm is thrown

out onto the road at New Year's time. The purpose is to rid

the home of ill luck. It was described first by an anthro-

pologist (Anonymous 1888:230). Hulbert claims that when the

boys find these dolls and rip them open to retrieve the cash,

then the ill luck is rendered innocuous by this dismemberment

(Hulbert 1906:413)* I have seen these straw dolls beside the

road and remember hearing how upset a congregation became

when a present-day missionary used a doll-charm found in the

road as a visual sermon illustration.

Last in the catalog of household spirits is the Sam

S in or the god of nativity (the literal translation is "three

spirits" but which three spirits is unknown). The fetish is
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a gourd and a small bag of rice. This spirit presides over

conception and childbirth. In honor of the spirit, after

the birth of a baby, a straw rope is stretched across the

door of a home and outsiders are not admitted (Jones 1901

:

5^-58). Our neighbors in Kangnung, also, used these straw

rope barriers across their gates with pieces of cloth or

charcoal woven in them following childbirth. They are still

a common sight in the Korea of today.

Mining Spirits . Superstitious practices connected

with mining are quite numerous. An example is given of a

complicated and painful way of exorcising the spirit that

killed a miner in a mining accident. Live chickens and pigs

were thrown down the shaft to propitiate the spirits. The

widow of the miner held her hand down the shaft as far as

she could reach and then clamped her thumb and forefinger

together tightly to catch the spirit. The woman was there-

upon beaten by the miners until she could no longer hold her

thumb and forefinger together. Thus the spirit that she

held with her thumb and forefinger was released and the miners

could go back to work (Anonymous 1901s 163 )* At the time of

Hulbert's writing, Koreans were very reluctant to dig in the

earth for minerals because they were afraid that the spirits

of the earth would be robbed. Because of this fear those

who did engage in mining were despised (Hulbert 1906:408).
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Multiplicity of Spirits

In summary, one might say that in Korea there are

enough spirits to go around for everyone. The above list

of spirits is a selection at random. Jones does not give

the spirits any rank and he says because there is no rela-

tionship between the spirits, they are unclassifiable (Jones

1901 s 4 1 , 42 ) .

Any classification I could make would be very arti-

ficial and possibly misleading because the Koreans themselves

did not have any classification of the spirits; they did not

even know the names of very many of them. One woman reports

that in her household, sacrifices were made to thirty-three

different spirits, but twenty-two of their names were unknown

to the family (Noble 1933s 104).

Ancestor Worship

Ancestor worship permeates the whole of Korean society

and it is safe to say that no-one in Korea feels comfortable

without some type of honor paid to the ancestors who are dead.

The first Roman Catholic missionaries to Korea saw this

ramification of ancestor worship through all of society and

concluded that the religion of Korea was pretty much limited

to ancestor worship (Dallet 195^5^9) • While this is not the

only major religion of the Korean people, it would be the
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only religion that the educated class admitted they practiced

(Bishop 1898:^01). As the first Korean Roman Catholics came

largely from the literati class, this impression was given to

the first Roman Catholic priests. At least we can say the

only religion that the people would admit as being respectable

and practiced was ancestor worship.

History of Ancestor Worship

The practice of ancestor worship is known to have

existed in pre-Confuc ian China. Confucius formalized the

rites of ancestor worship in China and presented the rationale

of filial piety for the practice of ancestor worship. While

there are some minor differences in practice, the meaning and

the essentials of ancestor worship in Korea are the same as

in China (Griffis 1897*328).

Eliade says that ancestor worship was originally

quite foreign to shamanism (Wales 1957*9*0. In Korea, while

there are syncretistic practices in all the religions repre-

sented, shamanism and ancestor worship remained quite separate.

The shaman has not been recorded as having participated in the

actual rites of ancestor worship. Rather, worship of the

ancestors has always been centered in the family without any

professional participation of a priesthood.

When the Protestant missionaries first came to Korea,

the social customs surrounding ancestor worship were more
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rigid than they are now. When a young man was engaged to be

married, Just a few days prior to the marriage ceremony (he

was only ten or eleven years old), his long braid of hair

would then be wound into a tight knot on the top of his head.

Over this topknot was fitted the traditional, black, horse'

hair hat. Now the young man had come of age and was permitted

to worship his ancestors. This ceremony in Korean society

approximated a puberty rite. While the topknot did mean that

the man was married, a deeper significance was connected with

the worship of the ancestors.

The strength of this meaning was seen when the Koreans

resisted their Japanese rulers who cut off the topknots in

order to break the conservatism of the Koreans. The Korean

people resisted on the grounds that cutting the topknot would

be disrespectful to the ancestors (Underwood 1 904 : 1 67 -
1 70 ) •

Ancestral Ceremonies

The actual practice of ancestor worship varied slightly

from place to place, as can be seen by the different des-

criptions of the worship given by several literary and living

sources. Sometimes ancestral tablets were used, but sometimes

now only a curtain is hung in a room of the house of the

deceased.

The main offering before this soul of the departed

person is food, whether before the curtain, picture or tablet.
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Placed in front of the tablet was "rice, bread, beef, Irish

stewCsic], greens, dates, chestnuts, walnuts, persimmons,

honey cakes, oil candy and other articles of food." (Gale

1 909 : 73 ) Osgood gives a description of the actual ceremony

as he obviously witnessed it, wherein the eldest son put a

spoonful of rice into the soup bowl that was placed before

the tablets. This would signify eating. In another instance,

the eldest son, every morning, took out from his rice bowl

some rice and threw it in the comer or into the courtyard,

signifying that he feeds the soul of his ancestor before he

himself eats every day (Osgood 1951 J120).

The ceremonial of ancestor worship seems to be pro-

viding food for the honored ancestor while greeting the

honored personage with a low bov. This is simply an extension

of the way a revered living grandfather is treated in a tradi-

tional Korean home. The best food of the house is always

given to the grandfather, who is greeted with a ceremonial bow.

After this simple ceremony has been completed, it will

be repeated out at the gravesite. The food that has been

ceremonially offered to the ancestors in the grave mounds

finally will be eaten by the family with great gusto. The

spirit portion or aroma of the food is considered by some to

be eaten by the spirit of the ancestors '.Miller 1936:19)*

The occasions for observing this ancestor worship

are not rigidly fixed but almost everyone who worships his

ancestors will have a service on the lunar New Year and on

the first few (possibly up to three) anmrersaries of the
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death of* the person. There may be ceremonies on the birth-

day of the deceased and there may be very simple, abbreviated

daily ceremonies such as bowing to the tablets and offering

a bit of food from the eldest son's rice bowl. Ancestor

worship for the previous three generations seems to be

common (Gale 1909:73)» At times the previous ten generations

all received sacrifices (Chung, Interview 1967 )*

Obeisance with the accompanying food and drink is

carried out before the graves or the shrines at the birth-

places of famous men. Such a shrine is found in Kangnung to

the philosopher-moralist, Eee Yool Gok, whose mother dreamed

of the dragon when he was born. Men from all over Korea come

to pay obeisance to this man. Also, services are conducted

at the place of origin of the clan name. There are about 1100

clans in Korea (Osgood 1951 *37) • It is reported that all of

these clans originated in South Korea. Taxes were collected

each year for ceremonial worship before the shrines of the

clans. This was resented by the people of the north and

they soon refused to pay this tax and became disenchanted

with worship of the clan ancestor (Baird, Interview 1967 ).

Meaning of Ancestor Worship in Korea

t

In looking for clues to what goes on in the mind of

a person connected with ancestor worship while he is perform-

ing these ceremonies, I found that an archaeologist provided
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probably the moat important clue. He realized that only

after primi t ive people moved from the hunting stage to the

agricultural stage did ancestor worship emerge (Wales 1957 ’

17). It was only after the people lived in the settled life

of farming that they became interested in honoring their

ancestors. Whether this is the correct explanation of the

origin or not, a Korean scholar reasons that the settled

agricultural life promotes ancestor worship. Children are

always near to the graves of their parents and grandparents,

being constantly reminded of them. The land a farmer works

is probably an inheritance from an ancestor and has been in

the family line for some time. Thus, whenever he tills the

soil, plants grain, or reaps a harvest, the farmer remembers

that this grain was formerly tilled, planted and harvested by

his ancestor (Kim Too-hun 19^9?703)« In this way, ancestor

worship serves the function of keeping firm the contact

between ancestor and descendant who are of the same blood

line (Kim 19^9:702).

Ancestor worship in Korea must not be confused with

ancestor worship in Africa where the spirits of the ancestors

are considered to be constantly present, giving the living

daily assistance. Radcliffe-Brown shows the contrasts between

the African and Asian ancestor worship in terras of a very

different idea of dependence upon the ancestors.

. . . the Confucians have shown us that a religion
like ancestor-worship can be rationalized and freed
from those illusory beliefs that we call superstition.
For in the rites of commemoration of the ancestors it
is sufficient that the participants should express
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their reverential gratitude to those from whom they
have received their life, and their sense of duty
towards those not yet born, to whom they in due
course will stand in the position of revered ances-
tors. There still remains the sense of dependence.
The living depend on those of the past; they have
duties to those living in the present and to those
of the future who will depend on them (Radcliffe-
Brown 1952:176).

An important distinction between Japanese and Korean

ancestor worship is in the relation of the Korean to his

family and the Japanese to his nation. The Koreans revere

their ancestors. This reverence leads them to strong family

attachments as the end result. The end result of ancestor

worship in Japan is not in the family but becomes loyalty

to the nation (Roh 1959:77).

The question of whether ancestor worship is purely a

religious practice or simply a practice of honoring the

ancestors as an extension of the filial piety expressed during

life, is a question that has bothered Christian Missions for

two centuries. To put it as a question: is ancestor worship

conducted out of fear that the soul of the departed will work

harm on the people if the worship is not conducted? And

similarly: is this a worship of the soul of the departed in

order to receive a blessing, or, on the other side, i3 this a

simpler ceremony of remembrance to the departed ancestor without
4

any thought of the spirit of the departed person?

Westerners in Korea felt strongly that ancestor

worship was a religious ceremony - that is - worship of the

spirits. Clark concludes that "if it were not real worship,

I doubt if it would have had the vitality that it has had as

a religion." (Clark 1932:115) Mrs. Bishop, the keen observer
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of the late 1800's in Korea, believed that -

. . . both [ancestral worship and spirit worship],
I am inclined to believe, are the result of fear,
the worship of ancestors being dictated far less by
filial piety than by the dread that ancestral spirits
may do harm to their descendants (Bishop 1897 :6l).

Korean sources, on the other hand, do not ascribe ancestor

worship to motives of fear or the desire for blessing from

the spirit of the departed alone. One informant stated that

it is not commonly thought there is any supernatural penalty

connected with non-worship of ancestors. The demand for

worship of ancestors seems to come from a social pressure

regarding the respect one pays his parents. Because of the

high virtue placed upon one honoring his father, a person not

participating in this ancestor worship would be said to 'not

know his parents,' which in Korean society would be a grave

insult if it were true (Chung, Interview 1967 ). A Korean

scholar says that while there may be some fear for what the

spirit will do if not worshipped properly, the main thrust

of ancestor worship is love for the departed and the desire

of the living to feel good about the departed person (Kim

19^9:700,701 ) . A missionary says that while some Koreans

believe that the fate of the dead depends on the faithful

ancestor worship, others -

... believe that the condition of the dead is
permanently fixed by the sentence of the ten judges
upon their arrival in the other world. Such would
hold that whether a man worships his father or not,
does not affect the happiness of either the father
or the son. But it does affect the reputation and
social standing of the son among his acquaintances,
as being a man who shows respect or disrespect to the
spirit of his father living in the ancestral tablet
in his house (Gifford 1898:98)*
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If we cannot eliminate entirely the possibility that

there is fear or a religious motive involved in worship of

the ancestors, at least, we can say there is no formalized

system of curses that will come upon a person if he does not

worship his ancestors, or blessings that a person may acquire

if he does participate in this worship. It is my personal

feeling from conversation with Koreans, both Christian and

non-Christian, that the present-day attitude toward ancestor

worship is that it is an extension of filial piety alone and

the participants, for the most part, deny it is spirit worship.

Gifford, quoted above, would support this view in nineteenth

century Korea, showing the lack of spiritual meaning in

ancestor worship in an early development.

Social Function of Ancestor Worship

Whether ancestor worship is truly a religious prac-

tice or not cannot be firmly stated at this stage in our

discussion. However, if the implications of ancestor worship

are not centered in religion, they certainly are in its social

function. The description of an anthropologist regarding the

social function of ancestor worship seems to me to apply in

its entirety to Korea:

In such a society [that practices ancestor worship
of the lineal ancestor] what gives stability to the
social structure is the solidarity and continuity of
the lineage ,_ and of the wide group (the clan) composed
of related lineages. For the individual, his primary
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duties are those to his lineage. These include duties
to the members now living, but also to those who have
died and to those who are not yet born. In the
carrying out of these duties he is controlled and
inspired by the complex system of sentiments of which
we may say that the object on which they are centred
is the lineage itself, past, present and future. It
is primarily this system of sentiments that is ex-
pressed in the rites of the cult of the ancestors.
The social function of the rites is obvious: by giving
solemn and collective expression to them the rites
reaffirm, renew and strengthen those sentiments on
which the social solidarity depends (Radcliffe-Brown
1952 : 1 64 )

.

A Korean scholar confirms this statement when he says in a

sentence: "Ancestor worship is the spiritual support for the

extended family system in Korea as well as in other Oriental

countries." (Park 1966 : 217 )

This is not by any means all there is to say on this

issue. We shall take the matter further under the heading

of paraphernalia, where we discuss the relationship between

the ancestral tablet and the deceased; and under the heading

of the encounter with Christianity.

The Mudang

Mudang is the Korean word which is the title of a

person, generally a woman, who sometimes fills the role of

a shaman in Korean society. Because of the confusion of the

term "shaman" in missionary and anthropological literature,

I will use the term mudang to refer to the person in all her

roles and reserve the term "shaman" to describe only the true

shamanic role of the mudang The mudang not only fulfills
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the role of shaman but has several other roles in Korean

society. Using the word mudang to describe this Korean

person will avoid confusion with religious leaders of other

societies who are shamans. Since, in Korea, this is primarily

a woman's occupation, though not exclusively, I will use the

female pronoun whenever referring to the mudang.

History of the Mudang.

The origin of the particular role of a mudang in

Korean society is not clear. Written records show that the

occupation of the mudang-like person is over 2000 years old.

The first mention of the mudang in Chinese history dates from

about the Chu Dynasty (Son Chin-T'ae 1948:301). These

primitive shamans may be responsible for the mysticism of the

Taoists, which is the core of their view. The Taoists may have

been influenced by the trances of the shamans to use trance-

like ecstasies in their own religion (Reischauer 1960:73)*

Prior to the Chu Dynasty there seems to be no mention

of a shaman- type person in the written records, although the

kings of the Shang Society (before 1200 B.C.) may have been

chief shamans mediating between the people and the spirits of

the ancestors (Reischauer 1960:48).

During the Han Dynasty in China (which began about

200 B.C.), it is recorded that the King placed seven mudang

in the court and had them sacrifice to five different gods:

the heavenly god, the earth god, the building site god, the
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water god and the ancestor god (Son 19^8*31^)

•

Written evidence shows that about the time of Christ,

mudang dealt with the Korean Kings of the Silla, Koguryo and

Paikche Kingdoms in the Korean peninsula. These mudang were

professional, being able to charge for their services of

healing for sickness and offering to the spirits ( Im 19 ^ 2 :

II, 92l). The Korean scholar, Son, believes that the office

of mudang in China grew first out of the practice of a tribal

mudang. Then when the tribes broke up, a family mudang

learned how to heal and perform the necessary functions.

Following this, the mudang developed as a profession ( 19^+8:

313)» Clark saw a strong influence of Taoism on the pro-

fession of the mudang. However, Korean mudang will not admit

any connection between themselves and their Chinese roots

(1932:128). Taoi s t ^pr ies t s in China filled some of the same

roles as a mudang, but there is no historical evidence of

Taoism affecting the Korean mudang and, probably, the early

Chinese shamans influenced Taoism.

In China the mudang rose to be considered almost a

god. Not only was she the mediator between man and god, but

she was considered to be almost god herself. In this position

she was a military leader. In the Chu and Han Dynasties, she

rose to high rank of mukwan in the palace. Evidence that the

mudang ever had any military function in Korea is lacking,

however (Son 19^8:312).

Literature written during the period of the last

Korean monarchy, called the Yi Chosun Dynasty (1392 A.D. to

1910 A.D.), records many instances of the mudang' s work.
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Not only were there private and family services, but the

mudang had important ceremonies in the palace and in the

nation. She officiated at national religious ceremonies and

filled the role of prophetess ( Im 1962 : 11,921 ).

Clark states that the last Korean Queen, Queen Min

(died 1895)* brought one of her favorite mudang into the

court and gave her the rank of princess ( 1932:177)* However,

Clark’s source, Mrs. Isabella Bishop, writes that the mudang

were suppressed and the p 1 ansu (blind soothsayers) were

raised to a level of high rank. Mrs. Bishop, who writes in

the era of Queen Min, also says that one day the police would

raid the mudang and try to suppress them, and in another month

the sisterhood of mudang would be flourishing (Bishop 1898:402).

Whatever the true facts are, it is apparent that the impact

of the mudang in society was significant enough either to draw

suppression or to raise her to official rank. Evidence seems

to show that Confucian scholars have been opposed to the

mudang* a profession as being something quite beneath their

dignity. At various times, they have tried to suppress the

mudang

.

Definition of a Shaman

Throughout the recorded history of the mudang in

Korea, her function in society has never been limited to that

of a shaman. Descriptions of the mudang' s work would indi-

cate that at times she was a prophetess, priestess, sorceress,
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I will follow very closely

the definition of a shaman given by the authority on

shamanism, Mircea Eliade. He limits the use of the term

"shaman" to a person who uses the "technique of ecstasy" or,

in other words, who goes into a trance
( 1964:4). Further,

the person must be in control of both himself and the spirits.

I!e must not be a person who has been possessed by the spirits,

that is, one who would be considered a psychotic in

psychological terras (Eliade 1964:6). Eliade contends that it

would be better to call shamanism a mysticism rather than a

religion because in a considerable number of religions,

shamanism can be found as an ecstatic technique used within

the framework of that particular religion (1964:8).

In accepting this limited definition of a shaman,

Dr. F.no Beuchelt declared that "it was his belief that there

are no shamans in Korea in any sense that can be strictly

adhered to." (Lecture to the Korean Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, reported by Rutt 1962:258) During his study

of popular religious practices on Cheju Island, Dr. Beuchelt

did not find this element of ecstasy in Korean shamanism

(Rutt 1962:258). What Dr. Beuchelt probably saw was the

mudang officiating at village sacrifices prevalent on Cheju

Island. These official sacrifices probably gave no indica-

tion of any state of ecstasy or ti'ance in the mudang.

Further study would certainly lead Dr. Beuchelt to admit

that there are elements of shamanism in Korean society that

have been well-documented in history and are present in some

parts of Korea today
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In some areas of the world, priests have ecstatic

experiences during public ceremonies. Eliade, in his defi-

nition of shamanism in the Encyclope dia Br i tannica , lists

the shaman as a medicine man, a priest, a psychopompos , a

director of communal sacrifices, and an escorter of souls of

the dead to the other world. He says that all of these

functions are done through the technique of ecstasy ( 1962 :

Vol. 20, 462). Since ecstasy seems to be missing in the

mudang's work as a director of communal sacrifices in Korea,

we must be careful to distinguish between that and her other

function as a mediator between the spirits and men through

ecstasy. In the concluding paragraph of the definition of

shamanism found in the Encycl oped ia of Religi on and Ethics

which has been cited in many works, the writer cautions that

On the whole, it is better to use the word
"shaman" to denote one whose procedure is based
on the fact that he is en rapport with the spirits
or has them at his command, and to consider the
medicine-man as one who acts generally by methods
in which the aid of spirits is not essential (Ames
1934: Vol. 9,446).

I will, then, limit my use of the word "shaman" to only that

part of the work of the mudang that employs an ecstatic

experi enc e

.

The Mudang as a Shaman

Records of the mudang going into a trance are numerous.

Bishop records that the mudang "works herself into such a

delirious frenzy that she falls down, foaming at the mouth,
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and death is occasionally the result of the frantic excite-

ment.” (1898:424,425) The mudang enters a trance and uses

this trance-like state to be the mediator between god and

man. She is therefore able to present the wishes of a person

to the gods and makes specific requests from them. She also

calls on the gods and negotiates with them. She is, however,

in control of her mind, although she puts her whole heart into

the ceremony (itn 1962 : 111 , 903 ) •

A Korean scholar, Dr. David Chung, says that Clark’s

use of the description of Siberian shamanism from the

Encyclopedia o f Re ligion and Ethics as being quite similar to

Korean shamanism, is correct. Chung also sees Eliade’s

description of the shaman as fitting accurately the Korean

mudang ( 1959*265) • We must further refine this to say that

while the mudang is a true shaman, in that she has ecstasy

and direct contact with the spirits, all of her functions in

society are not directly derived from shamanic powers.

The Mudang' a Call

No new study of the call and preparation of the mudang

for her work has been put into English since Mrs. Bishop wrote

in 1897 . Clark follows Bishop's description but does so

inaccurately when he says that the profession of mudang is

hereditary and that "New Mootangs are recruited from among the

children of Mootangs, or from among the nearby women relatives.

(1932:192) Bishop, however, says that "Women are not mu- tang
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by birth ...” (1893:422) She adds that while the recruits

for a mucang often come from daughters of former mudang, many

recruits come from among "hysterical girls,” or from anyone

else who is possessed of the spirits (Bishop 1893:423). While

specific details on initiation are missing, the neophyte

mudang becomes ill for as short as three weeks, four weeks,

or as long as three years. Before recovery the person will

usually lapse into a coma. On recovering from the illness,

the young person will seek to obtain the clothing and para-

phernalia of a deceased mudang. After putting on the clothes

of a mudang, she wTill then proceed to exorcise the spirits

that have been bothering her and causing her illness (Bishop

1898:423)

.

Thus a period of serious illness and recovery is an

integral part of the initiation of a mudang. Eliade cites

case after case of similar experiences of ahamans becoming ill

and recovering as a part of their initiation requirements. So,

as with a shaman in other parts of the world, the Korean be-

comes a mudang not by birth, but because she has had a con-

frontation with the spirits manifested in a type of illness

and recovery.

Is the Shaman Mentally 111?

Eliade believes this illness is not a mental disease

but rather, "like any other religious vocation, the shamanic

vocation is manifested by a crisis, a temporary derangement
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of the future shaman’s spiritual equilibrium." (l964:xii)

Are these mudang, then, to be relegated to the "lunatic fringe"

of society as people who are often psychotic, mentally de-

ranged, and emotionally unstable? (Nida & Smalley 1959:58).

Eliade reacts vigorously to this kind of thinking among some

anthropologists, that banishes the shaman to the realm of

insanity. He states that the shaman is -

. . . not only a sick man; he is, above all, a sick
man who has been cured, who has succeeded in curing
himself. Often when the shaman’s or medicine man’s
vocation is revealed through an illness or epileptoid
attack, the initiation of the candidate is equivalent
to a cure (Eliade 1964:27).

The shaman may have been sick at one time, but now is in

complete control of her faculties.

In contrast, Son says that often the mudang is a

person who has had a mental illness but has partly recovered.

He believes that the mudang is still mentally ill, but for

want of a better name he calls the illness a mudang pyung

(mudang disease). He argues that in order for the mudang to

enter a trance and communicate with the spirits, she would

have to be mentally ill ( 1948 :278ff •
) • He further argues that

the main reason for a preponderance of women mudang in China

and Korea is that women are more susceptible to the mudang

pyung (1948:299).

Vales has misinterpreted Eliade when he says that

"epilepsy (as with other types of sorcerers) is often a factor

in arriving at a sense of a vocation ..." (Wales 1957:67).

In the English version, which has been revised somewhat from

the French edition that Wales consulted, Eliade states plainly
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that while there is a similarity between types of epilepsy

and the trance that a shaman goes into, the shaman is neither

epileptic nor psychopathic; rather, it is only an epileptoid

attack ( 1 9^4 : 27ff
•

) • A true epileptic would not be able to

control his entrance into a trance as both the shaman and

the mudang are able to do.

Eliade believes strongly that a shaman is not a psycho

path or mentally ill, but his reasoning to prove the point is

unsatisfactory. Consultation with an eminent psychologist.

Dr. Lee E. Travis, confirmed for me that Eliade ' s reasoning

is false. Because a shaman must often have extreme physical

endurance as when she wears heavily weighted costumes for

hours and because the shaman shows high intelligence and is

able to memorize long rituals, does not prove normal mental

health. Psychotic people often have great physical endurance

and often show intelligence. What must be discovered, and

what I believe Eliade is really trying to prove, is that the

shaman is not psychotic but rather, neurotic.

In other words, the shaman still is in fairly good

control over his faculties and in touch with reality, as is

a neurotic, rather than being a psychotic out of touch with

reality and out of control. The arguments of Eliade ( 1964:31 )

seem to indicate that the shaman is not a psychotic. He is

in control of himself and the spirits. He is not "possessed"

when he goes into a trance. Rather, the behavior of the sha-

man must be classed as neurotic. It is neurotic behavior when

he puts himself in a state of ecstasy. This is a type of auto

hypnosis where the shaman's ego would be overpowered and con-
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trolled by his feelings. I believe this is a more correct

psychological explanation of the shaman and one that would

be a description that Eliade could accept. Ve are therefore

dealing with a person who is not only capable of going into

a trance but is in touch with reality and capable of highly

intelligent activity.

The Work of the Mudang

Westerners have always underrated the work of the

mudang in Korean society. The standard book on Korea that

was read by all of the early missionaries contains only five

lines regarding the mudang. And three of those five lines

give false information. Griffis says that sorcerers who

obtained supernatural force by magic and used it against

enemies for hire existed in Korean society (Griffis 1882 : 327 ) •

I have seen no scholar. Western or Oriental, who claimed that

there was this type of black magic practiced in Korea. Gale,

in his history of the Korean people, cites instances where a

woman who was possessed placed a curse on a king ( 192 ^:

Chapters 19 » 27 )« There was no mention, however, of any

hiring of a person to act as a sorcerer and practice magic

on an adversary. The two lines that Griffis writes that

seem correct deal with the social position of the so-called

sorcerer, who was a social outcast.

The least this could do would be to give the early

missionaries a very false understanding of the work of the
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mudang, and it possibly led some to believe that she could

be ignored as someone unimportant. James Gale, in his Korea

in Transition , dismisses shamanism as being secondary in

importance to ancestor worship ( 1909:83)* Indeed, shamanism

was secondary in importance to the literati with whom Gale

had many contacts as he was a recognized scholar himself.

The work of the mudang, however, is of prime importance to

the people of Korea not only because it is the main element

of their most widely held religion, animism, but the work of

the mudang touched many more facets of the daily life of a

Korean person than did either ancestor worship, Confucianism

or Buddhism. It is possible that early missionaries let the

low social position of the mudang influence them to think that

she was not an important person with great power in the society

of Korea. Several writers noted the importance of "shamanism"

in Korea but they were using the word synonomously with

animism and were not speaking of the specific work of the

mudang (Clark 1932:178).

Since there are no sacred scriptures to give us am

outline of the work of the mudang, we have to construct one

ourselves. Each writer has given us a slightly different

description of the mudang’ s work. I suspect there were

differences in the practices of the mudang from the different

areas of Korea. Although Scholar Son alludes to this, I

have never seen a clear description of the difference even

between mudang of north and south Korea.

The order in which I now describe the functions of

the mudang is not necessarily related to the importance of
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. The last point, describing the healing of disease,

is probably the most important function of the raudang in

society.

Conducting the Communal Rituals . Some pub 1 i c rites

are conducted by the mudang, although this is not her prin-

cipal function. Some important sacrifices are conducted by

the village leaders rather than the mudang. For instance,

the religious service for the guardian deity of the village

is performed under the sacred tree at midnight on the

fifteenth day of January to pray for prosperity and peace

for the village by its elders (Chang 1964: l). Ceremonies

held in the fall after harvest or at other times are conducted

by elders (Clark 1932:215). But in Cheju Island it is the

mudang who conducts the public service. In this service

"after giving an account of the careers of xl.e deities and

praising them, the officiant shamans pray for peace, safety

and prosperity of each household and individual." (Chang 1964:

2) Other types of sacrifices and worship services carried on

by the mudang will have a communal nature, or at least will

be public.

Often she will have a service of worship beside the

sunandang . She may also have a service of worship near the

shrine of the mountain god ( sanshin ) or the shrine of the

god of the fields ( chunshln )

.

In case of drought a koot [worship ceremony of
the mudang] was held beside his [mountain god's]
shrine and the blood of a cow, a pig or a dog poured
over the stones. They believe that then the spirit,
to cleanse the rocks from defilement would send
purifying rain (Clark 1932:203).
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The Koot . Koo

t

is a native word and not a loan

word from China. So while many features of shamanism in Korea

can be traced to China and the name for the mudang and the

wu of China are linguistically related, the koot or basic

religious ceremony of the mudang contains much of local

origin (Anonymous Korea Review 1903; Vol. 3.1^6).

Two types of koot have been described. One is called

the large prayer and the other, the small prayer. The

difference between the two is the length of time of the

ceremony, the mudang' s fee, and the kinds of musical instru-

ments employed. But whatever the ceremony, the mudang sets

up a shelf or altar either outdoors under a tent or inside

the house. Upon this altar she puts sacrifices of food,

money, sometimes flowers, clothes, paper and incense. After

requesting the god's presence, she then begins her koot ,

which is always accompanied by the beating of a drum and

usually the clanging of a cymbal. Occasionally a flute or

string instrument will be used. The mudang sings and dances,

stopping only to request more pay or more food to be set out

( Im 1962: II # 92l). Sometimes the service will last a few

hours. In the case of exorcism for sickness, it will last

overnight. During the koot , the mudang in the role of a true

shaman will go into a trance to have communion and control

over the spirits with whom she is dealing.

When the mudang called up the spirits of those who

had drowned in ferry boat accidents near Seoul, she and her

party entered a boat that had been roofed over with straw and

put out into the river. She went into a trance, climbed the
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ridge pole of* the roofed-over boat and bewailed the desperate

plight of those who had died by drowning. After an hour in

the boat, she came ashore and said she was a spirit that had

been imprisoned in the dark water and she must have a chance

to see around her. She climbed a tree, had a look around,

and descended, all the time wailing and grating her teeth

and beating her breasts frantically (Anonymous Korea Review

1903: June, 259*260). Climbing of the tree while in a trance

is a shamanic symbol of a flight into heaven to meet the

spirits of the sky, according to Eliade, and easily could be

the explanation of the action here.

Audience reaction to these koo

t

has not been recorded

for the era when the nis s ionar ies first came to Korea.

However, the mudang I have seen in action always had around

them a mildly interested audience that was obviously not

entering into the ceremony in any way whatsoever. The only

person besides the mudang who was really concerned about what

was going on was the wife of the household preparing the food

for the sacrifices.

Sacrifice to the Water Spirits . The mudang plays a

very important role in fishing villages where koot are held

quite often to assure the boatmen of safe journeys and a;-good

catch of fish. According to Clark, the spirits of the people

drowned are very dangerous and malignant. These spirits lie

in wait to pull other boatmen into the water with them.

The boatmen are terribly afraid of them and arrange
periodically for koots to lay the spirits. The Mootangs
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come and offer blood sacrifices by the aide of the
water to calm them (Clark 1932:203* citing Korea
Review 1903:259, and Korea Mission Field 1925:80).

The mudang also has a koo

t

to make sacrifice to the great

dragon who controls the rainfall and the sea (Hulbert 1906:

419) .

Ceremonies to Receive Blessing . The mudang has a

koot where sacrifices are made to assure the farmer of good

crops, and the hunter of much gain (Son 1948:304). Also she

holds them to assure success as a new place of business or

shop is opened up. A koot will be held to produce sons for

a barren woman or for any other blessing that is desired.

The mudang officiates at the construction of a house to pla-

cate the sung Ju (holy lord) who is the main spirit of the

house

.

When a new house is built, the sorceress comes,
and holds a Koot and calls up the spirit of the house.
She makes a rude sort of paper envelope, puts some
rice and money in it, soaks it in wine, and, after
appropriate ceremonies, pastes it to the side of the
ridgepole, where it hangs all puffy with the enclosed
air. Dry rice is thrown at it, and, if much of it
sticks, it is considered a favourable sign. On all
important occasions thereafter, particularly at har-
vest times, food is spread before this spirit and
prayer is offered (Clark 1932:204).

The Christians today have a functional substitute for this

service with the pastor officiating.

Hulbert describes a koot given for the Korean envoy

to Peking. This koot , however, would have been performed sub

rosa , as it would be beneath the envoy's dignity to have

anything to do with the mudang. The purpose was presumably

for blessing on his journey (Hulbert I906:4l9)»
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Dlvina t ion . Since the mudang is in contact with

the spirit world, divination is a part of her work. However,

there are several other people in Korea who practice divina-

tion: the p * ansu , the ilkwan
, and the chikwan . The mudang

will be consulted to pick the day and site for a particular

sacrifice. Also she will be consulted for personal problems.

A Korean scholar recalled seeing a mudang in action

who located a husband for a widow through a koo

t

. In this

case, the mudang was a tai jamoo or a princely mudang who had

special power because she had communication with the spirit

of a dead child (Son 19^8:329*330). Again, a mudang was called

in to divine and locate the thief of money that had been

stolen (Chung, Interview 1967 ).

Recall of the Souls of the Dead . The mudang works

with a sick person to cure him. But if she fails, after the

funeral, she will be used to recall the soul of the man or to

lead him into the proper place. She does not participate in

any official capacity in the traditional funeral of Korea.

After the funeral, the spirit of the dead person may be called

up if the relatives wish to say anything to him which they

were unable to communicate while he was alive. Also, a

messenger spirit will be called by a mudang to lead a dead

man’s sould directly to the realm of the blessed. A month

after burial a koo

t

is held with a large sacrifice of food.

Its object is to secure influence with the judge of Hades

(Hulbert 1906:4l6)

.

During these services regarding the souls of the dead,
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ventriloquism on the part of the mudang is said to be

important. The spirits of those who die violent or tragic

deaths need special attention as they are much feared.

Recently, after a truck accident where two young men were

killed, the mudang was called to the site of the accident to

perform a ceremony of chants and sacrifice of food to placate

the spirits (Rutt 1964:42,43).

Sale of Children . There was a practice of sale of

children, usually a boy, to spirits by parents who wanted to

be prosperous. Often this sale was made to the mudang

herself. The name of the spirit to which the child had been

sold would become part of the boy's name. The mudang was

known as shin or god to the children and at periodic festivals

the mudang would make offerings on behalf of the children

(Bishop 1898:412,415).

Mudang as a Public Entertainer . Public entertainment

is part of the mudang' s work now, although there is no mention

of this in any description of the mudang of ancient times or

of even sixty years ago. At the annual Tanho Festival of

Kangnung City, I saw local mudang dance and sing-chant to

entertain the onlookers. If people really enjoy hearing a

mudang sing and chant, the change from a ceremony to this form

of spectator sport would not be very great nor cause much

discomfort. The viewers seemed to enjoy watching the mudang

in the circu-like atmosphere as they sat gazing at her

performance. The villagers enjoy this spectator sport in
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their communities, also.

Curing Dise a se . The most important function of the

mudang is to cure disease, both meutal and physical. The

mudang is called in frequently to cure illness because the

common belief among Koreans regarding the cause of illness

is that a spirit has entered the sick person. A very common

Korean expression about a sick person is to say that "a spirit

has entered him." It al«o happens to be a common Korean

expression to say that "a spirit has entered the mudang."

(Kim Song Hee , Interview 19^7* and others) The purpose, then,

for the koo

t

of the mudang in curing sickness, is to propi-

tiate and bribe the spirit to leave the patient (Jones 1901:52).

When a person falls ill the mudang is called, generally

by the lady of the house, to the home to have a koo

t

. The

koo

t

for sickness usually begins as the sun sets and lasts

all night. The mudang sets up her table and spreads it with

sacrifices of rice and other food. Sacrificial blood is

sometimes shed out of a chicken, a pig, or a dog (Clark 1932:

212). The mudang then puts on her distinctive costume, some-

times wearing the hat and robe of a man (Clark 1932 : 211 ).

She begins to dance and whirl to the accompaniment of the

drum beating and clanging cymbal, which keeps up throughout

the night. If she becomes tired and faints before the spirits

have been dispatched, more food or money is requested and

brought. Thus revived, she goes to work dancing again. The

mudang talks to the spirit, tries to cajole him out of the

patient, and explains that there is a wonderful feast waiting
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for the spirit if he will only leave the person’s body

(Clark 1932:213).

Finally, when the mudang is satisfied the spirit has

left the patient, she coaxes the spirit to ride on a little

model horse made out of straw and then throws the horse into

a tree or in the water to get rid of the spirit (Clark 1932 :

213 ). Sometimes she will coax the spirit into a small log

that has several holes in it. When the spirit is inside the

log, she will plug it up with bungs of wood and place this

out on a crossroad or path where people walking along the path

will carefully step over the enclosed spirit of sickness

(Bishop 1898:335).

After the sick person has been relieved of the spirit,

part of the food that has been offered to it is given to the

patient in the belief that it is a curative medicine. A case

is reported of one man having been relieved of the spirit,

who was fed raw turnips by the mudang and died immediately

(Bishop 1898:129).

Before the time of vaccination, smallpox was a scourge

in Korea and the mudang was called in frequently to exorcise

the powerful spirit of smallpox. In China, the hand of a

child who had died with smallpox would be carried around in

the pocket of the mudang to give power over smallpox (Son

19^^*337). In Korea, when a child falls sick of smallpox,

the mudang is called and a feast in honor of the arrival to

a village of the spirit of smallpox ( mama ) is given. Then

from the fifth day until the twelfth day, little or no work

is done.
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No-one puts on new clothes, sweeps, or brings
gods into the house. No-one cuts wood or drives
nails. No-one in the neighborhood roasts beans.
No sacrifices are made to the ancestors or the guar-
dian spirit of the house lest they eat the smallpox
spirit's food. No animals are slaughtered (Anony-
mous 1903: May 207).

Particularly the children who have not had smallpox are to

remain quiet to show their respect to the spirit. The parents

worship the suffering child and address it at all times in

honorific terms. When the thirteenth day has come, the mudang

is again summoned and a farewell banquet is given as the

smallpox spirit is supposed to be ready to leave after twelve

days. A miniature horse is prepared and loaded up with

provisions for the spirit's journey and respectful adieus

are spoken, sending the spirit on his way (Bishop I898:4l4).

Sometimes, after having been exorcised, the smallpox spirit

would then be placed in a bottle or buried and treated with

respect

.

Modern medicine may have lessened the frequency with

which the mudang is called to perform this service of exor-

cism of the spirits causing sickness. Today, in some cases,

the mudang attempts to heal in ways other than communication

with the spirits through drum-beating and chanting, burning

incense and using her trance-like state. An example is given

by a modern missionary doctor of another method used by the

mudang to heal. Some mudang -

. • . cauterize the vagina with acid or lye for pro-
lapse of the uterus or postpartum hemorrhage. This
treatment often results in a burn through the vagina
into the bladder or rectum or both, causing a vesico-
vaginal or rectovaginal fistila. Correction of this
condition offers one of the major challenges to modern
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gynecological surgery. In a mission hospital we
have seen as many as forty of these miserable
sufferers in the course of a year (Crane 1967:132).

But the work of the mudang has not died out. She

is still an important healer in Korean society. A reason

why she is important is because she does cure some people of

their ills. The mudang is accepted as a healer in Korean

society as a psychiatrist in American society, because the

society accepts these healers and the patients are persuaded

that their particular healer can cure them. This faith is a

big part of the cure. The parallel between patients of

psychotherapy and religious healing is made by Frank:

Both types of patient are apt to be discouraged
and apprehensive about their condition, while at the
same time hopeful for relief from the treatment
(prank 1967:^+9).

Frank concludes that in religious healing there is

"considerable evidence that the measures which combat anxiety

and arouse hope can have curative power in themselves." (1967

65) Scientists are now finding out something people in Korea

have known for a long time: that is, the mudang, through her

religious healing, does bring about cures, albeit that the

expectation in the patient is the major curative part.

The Social Position of the Mudang

In primitive society, the mudang was probably looked

upon as a member of the intelligentsia and was a literate

person (Son 19^8:301)* But anthropologists, travelers,
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missionaries and national schdars say that the mudang are un-

educated and in a low, despised class. One scholar places

the mudang at the bottom of the social scale along with family

slaves, government slaves, slaughterers, butcherers and

convicts (Lee 1963 : 12 ). Another scholar who once visited a

shrine that contained a phallic symbol used by a tnudang notes

that "while the people feel ashamed of such a primitive form

of faith . . .
n they continue to practice it because they are

not willing to risk their livelihood against the spirits of

nature (Chang 1964:4). An Englishman who understands Korean

village life from direct participation says of the tnudang:

She is socially ostracized, together with her
family. Her house is set apart, and people do not
mix in its society (Rutt 1964:21 1 ).

The people may feel that a mudang is beneath them socially

and this has been expressed by both Christian and non-Christian

acquaintances. But when non-Christians are in trouble, they

turn still to the mudang. I believe an anthropologist

correctly assessed the position of the mudang when he said

that the shamans were an influential class among the people

(Rockhill 1891 : April 177-187).

So, while we know that the mudang were in a very low

social rank in Old Korea (Osgood 1 95 1 s 45 1 24 1 ) , at the same

time they were very influential. Therefore, we must not assume

that because the mudang is a member of a low, despised class

she can be ignored, as has been the attitude of some mission-

aries. If there is, in a society, a person such as the mudang,

to whom a large portion of the population turn when they are
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in trouble, no matter what the social rank of that person,

she and the beliefs surrounding her will be very important

to an advocate of the Gospel.

The P'ansu

When the first missionaries came to Korea, the blind

religious practitioner was a person of importance. This

blind man, called p * an s

u

in Korean, is variously termed a

blind shaman, a blind soothsayer, and a blind sorcerer. This

person, whose work was described in detail by early travelers

and missionaries, probably had all of those functions for

which he was named. But today in Korea, p’ansu are no longer

numerous nor as important as they once were. While writings

around the turn of the century dealt extensively with the

p'ansu, a modern anthropologist, Osgood, only three times

mentions him in passing ( 1 95 1 s 1 28 , 1 49 » 245 ) . Indeed, some

Korean informants claim they have never heard of the word

p ' an.su . The recently published Korean dictionary defines the

p'ansu as a blind man who makes his living by fortune- telling

( Kuguh Seh Sajun 1958:832).

This profession is ancient, was highly respected and

much more complicated than simply that of a blind fortune-

teller. Gale, in his History of the Korean People , gives an

example of a sixteenth century A.D. aristocrat calling in a

p'ansu to divine whether his son would recover from a serious

illness. When the p’ansu declared the hopes were dim, he was
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pressed upon to find a cure. Once again the p'ansu cast

his dice and found the method of cure, which was followed

successfully (Chapter 5)»

Several missionary writers agree that the meaning

of the Chinese characters behind the name p * ansu is "Decider

of Destiny." (Anonymous 1903:145? Underwood 1908 :93? and

Hulbert 1906:421 ) The Korean dictionary cited above, however,

does not list any Chinese characters for the word p * ansu as

it does for Chinese loan words. Why the Chinese characters

are not listed is not clear because the p'ansu probably

originated in China (Clark 1932:213)*

The p'ansu is usually a man who has high status in

society because he is learned and memorized complicated

religious formulas. However, there are a few female p'ansu

whose status is just as low socially as that of the mudang

(hulbert 1906:421).

Is the P'ansu a Shaman?

While exorcism of evil spirits is a part of the work

of a p'ansu, it seems to be only a minor part and the going

into a trance is not an important feature of the p'ansu's

work. Two sources, however, do allude to the fact that the

p'ansu, at times, does go into a trance. He is described as

a person who, when seeking power, goes into a cave and fasts

for days in order to seek a vision and to gain power. After

he had fallen into a trance, he was then able to set about

his work (Baird 1909:54) . An early source claims that the
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p'ansu went into a trance as he was exorcising evil spirits

( Dalle t 1954:148). We conclude that while there are shamanic

features involved in the work of the p'ansu, the main thrust

of power of the p'ansu is not an ecstatic experience. The

authority of the p’ansu originates from the firm belief by

everyone that those without normal eyesight have special power

to see things that normal human beings cannot see (Underwood

1908 : 93 )

•

The Work of the P'ansu

Fortune- telling is the chief function of the p'ansu.

With his training for at least three years, he has ability

to foretell the outcome of a multitude of circumstances. The

Korea Review of 1903 lists thirty-four different aspects of a

person's life that the p'ansu is able to predict by several

means of divination.
. The p'ansu is able to foretell the

immediate future of a person, to find lost articles or persons,

to predict whether some Journey or business venture will be

successful/ to find what spirit caused the sickness, to aid

in finding the right mate for marriage and to choose the

proper grave site. In other words, any important event or

venture in a person’s life is the proper object of the p'ansu'

s

divination (Anonymous 1903*3^2,343).

There are three methods of divination. The lowest in

rank is the throwing of eight little metal rods from a dice

box. The second most important method is called money
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divination. The p'ansu throws from four to six ancient coins

and tells the fortune according to the combination of 'heads

and tails.' An assistant will tell the p'ansu which way the

coins fell. The third and most important method of divination

is "book divination" which is reserved for difficult or stra-

tegic events. It is accomplished by the use of the four

Chinese characters that represent the year, month, day and

hour of a person's birth. These characters are the essence of

a man's being and when they are known, the p'ansu or his

assistant can then refer to the diviner's book which every

p'ansu carries, and then cast the horoscope or predict the

future of the person. The diviner's book title is Thoughts

on the Words of the Jade Emperor of Heaven (Hulbert 1906:422,

and Anonymous 1903:343-346). This book divination is practiced

in Korea today, particularly in regard to the choice of a

marriage partner and the choice of the proper day for the

wedding.

Under the heading of divination, the selection of a

grave site is a very important function of the p'ansu. In

Old Korea, it was said that it was a chief preoccupation of

people in high places in making sure that the proper grave

site was selected. A propitious spot had to be found to

insure the prosperity of the family (Dallet 1954:139)* Aside

from the p’ansu, there were specialists in geomancy called

the chikwan who may have had shamanic antecedents but who

subsequently had no direct contact with the spirit world.

They selected grave sites with the use of a compass setting

out the grave according to the formula found in a book called
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The Japanese occupation government broke the custom

of grave site location for practical reasons. Many times

the geomancer would place the grave in the most fertile por-

tion of a family's land holdings. Thereafter, because of

respect for ancestors, the land adjacent to the grave site

could not be cultivated. A tourist visiting in 1913

graves everywhere but by 1933 they were gone. The Japanese

established cemeteries and crematoriums. . Koreans who refused

to move the graves from farmlands were subject to tax, so most

complied (Deering 1933:428).

Exorcism

The p'ansu had an important function of casting out

evil spirits that cause sickness, insanity or bad luck. His

helpers in casting out the spirits were the obang changgun ,

or the "god-generals of the five directions." These five gods

each controlled one of the four directions and the center of

heaven. To these the p'ansu made his obeisance. These gods

are also represented by the so-called "devil-posts" that are

placed outside the villages to protect the villages from

wandering stray spirits (Jones 1901:42).

The exorcism of the p'ansu is described in four parts

by the Rev. G. H. Jones as reported by Bishop ( 1 898 : 405 , 406 )

.

First, the p'ansu throws dice from his divining-box in order
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to find out who this evil spirit is, and when would be the

best time to work on the spirit.

Second, an assistant is asked to hold a wand of oak

or pine about a foot and one-half long, and over this, magic

formulas are recited until the wand begins to shake and

dance around. This indicates the spirit has entered the wand.

The p'ansu will then question the spirit and a movement of

the wand will indicate affirmative answers and no movement

indicates negative answers. These questions and the proper

answers are to test the accuracy of the divination of the

spirit's name and nature. [Dalle t describes this part of

the p'ansu's operation as being very loud with the chanting

of the magic formulas leading him into a trance-like state

( Dalle t 1954 : l48 ) ] .

The third stage involves calling upon the help of one

of the go-generals or their some 80,000 lieutenants. The

p'ansu converses with the tutelary spirits and extracts a

promise from them to catch the evil spirit.

The last part of exorcism is accomplished when the

spirit is captured and put into a bottle, after which the

bottle is corked up and the spirit is no longer available to

do its harm (Bishop 1 898 : 405 , 406 ) . Sometimes the p'ansu will

cause the spirits to enter a bundle of sticks, then will

thoroughly thrash the sticks to kill the spirit. Or if the

spirit is entrapped in the bottle, then the stoppered-up

bottle will be delivered to the mudang, who will dispose of

the spirit by burying the bottle (Moose 1911*192).
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The Relationship of* the Mudang and P'ansu

The mudang and p’ansu often work together (Baird

1909^3) • In fact, sometimes the work overlaps and one may

be called in to do the work of the other. Theoretically,

however, the mudang and the p'ansu are different because they

employ different techniques for dealing with a common problem.

The difference between the mudang and the p'ansu in dealing

with spirits is that the mudang propitiates and bribes the

spirits while the p'ansu uses power to exorcise and capture

them (Jones 1901:52a). The mudang communicates with the

spirits and persuades them to do her will while the p'ansu

uses coercion.

Another distinction between the mudang and p'ansu

was that while the mudang was called upon to give her opinion

on a lucky grave site or a lucky day, she did not use the

practice of magic by throwing the dice or coins, nor did she

use the book in her divination.

The Chom.iengi

The present-day p'ansu may be rare and not as power-

ful as he once was, but the system of fortune- telling from

the U3e of Chinese characters related to a person's birthdate

still lives on in the person of the chomjengi or fortune-

teller. Today this man may be seen sitting on the side of

the road cross-legged with his books spread in front of him,
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ready to tell the fortune of any passer-by. Informants say

that highly educated and highly placed people in the caiital

of Korea still use the services of the fortune-teller, ouch

as they do in California, as the displays in the averag*

newsstand demonstrate.

Animism in Buddhism

Western literature on Korea contains only isolated

references to the animistic practices found in Buddhism.

There seems to be no doubt, however, that the people of

Korea can be animists and practice Buddhism at the same time.

An observer told of Buddhists on their way to celebrate

Buddha's birthday at a large temple, pausing beside the

spirit tree to place stones on the pile of rocks already

there from countless passers-by. She also told of those

going to the temple pausing to bow before the devil-posts

as they passed by (Kim 1953*103)* Another observer say*

that Buddhism is quite compatible with spirit worship. 3e

even says that by its nature, Buddhism encourages spirit

worship (Clark, W.M. 1925*79).

Xn some temples a picture of the san sin or mounain

god can be found painted on the wall alongside the picture

of Buddha. The mountain god is a symbol with origins ix

animism rather than Buddhism.

Moreover, there is evidence that Buddhist priests

participated in animistic practices. A missionary described
v
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a family so troubled by a strong spirit that its members

finally took the spirit's shrine to a Buddhist temple, paying

monks a fee to take care of the shrine and make sure the

spirit did not bother the family again. It is evident that

the shrine va? not destroyed by the monks, for at the shaman's

instructions, a sick member of the family was carried to the

Buddhist temple in order to worship at the spirit’s shrine

(Miller 1 939 r ^5 )

-

Further evidence shows the mixture of animism and

Buddhism

:

Buddhism, with its Buddhas, Bodhi sa t tvas , devils
and spirits, was readily fitted into the animistic
scheme, and the priests did not try to keep Buddhism
distinct. After a day of special prayers and sacri-
fices, of elaborate ritual ceremonies before the
images of the Buddhas and the pictures of the many
Buddhist spirits, I have seen the priests take part
of the sacrifice out to a flat stone in the open
before the temple and there make of it an offering
to the spirits of the air, the common spirits of
Korean animism (Van Buskirk 193102,33)*

If the above evidence does not prove that there is

animism mixed with the Buddhism of Korea, at least it indi-

cates that one can accept animistic concepts and act upon

such beliefs while still remaining a Buddhist. Detailed study

of the animistic practices in Korean Buddhism remains to be

done. Nevertheless, a good deal of the sacred paraphernalia

of the regular Buddhist temple can only be explained in terms

of animism. Many of the figures carved in the temples -

figures such as the brightly colored, grotesque guardians at

the entrance to the temple grounds, put there to prohibit the

entrance of evil spirits - are representatives of mythical

characters from popular mythology which is quite animistic.



Ill THE RELIGIOUS PARAPHERNALIA

Ancestral Tablets

Because the ancestral tablet is the principal visible

symbol connected with ancestor worship, we must understand

first the meaning of the tablet to a Korean, if we are to

understand what ancestor worship itself means to him.

The use of this symbol has changed over the years.

Early missionaries to Korea wrote of frequently seeing the

tablets and Underwood says,

Within the courtyard of every large mansion . . .

[in the city of Seoul there is] an ancestral tablet
house where at stated times sacrifices are offered
before the tablets of the ancestors to the third,
fourth and sometimes . . . the fifth generation
( 1908 : 78 )

.

Nowadays, however, ancestral tablets are rarely seen. The wars

in Korea and the resultant migration of a great number of

people probably had a strong effect on the use of ancestral

tablets, because people were removed from the ancestral burial

places

.

I have never seen ancestral tablets in Korea. Also,

a 55-year-old Korean informant who is a Christian says he

cannot remember seeing ancestral tablets during his lifetime

(Chung, Interview 1967)* This suggests that secularization

69
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as well as Christianity have brought about dramatic changes

in the ancestor worship.

The Origin of Ancestral Tablets

The practice of using an ancestral tablet in Korea,

without question, came from China. The tablets are similarly

constructed and are referred to by the same Chinese characters

in both Korea and China. According to one scholar, this

tablet may be the remnant of an ancient image of the dead

person, carved out of wood, which evolved into the tablet as

we hear of it today (Eberhard 1958:43). The tablets were

called mokju which means "wooden master," or "wooden host."

They were also called shin ju meaning "god host" or "god

master." In ancient China, after the decease of a family

member, a mulberry tablet without any carving or paint on it

was set up and used for one year with appropriate sacrifices.

After the year was finished, the temporary tablet was buried

and a new tablet of chestnut wood with the name of the

deceased written on the back was set up. Chinese scholars are

divided as to whether the tablets were of very ancient origin

or not (Dore' 191**: 1,102).

Dore / pleads, from a study of Chinese sources, claiming

that in China -

. . . the original purpose in erecting the tablet was
therefore, to have a tangible symbol of the departed
soul, afforded in a fixed object to the filial piety
of the descendants, but it was never erected to make
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thereof the abode or the seat of the dead person
(191^: 1,106).

At the time of Dore^ a writing, all commoners and highborn alike

erected tablets for their deceased ancestors, with the name,

burial place, dates of birth and death, and rank of the dead

person written on the wooden tablet (Dore* 1914: 1,105).

This reflects the rationalization of the period.

Description of the Ancestral Tablets in Korea

The ancestral tablets are described by early Protestant

and Catholic missionaries as being, two strips of wood two or

three feet high, that have the name, rank, and birth and death

dates of the person written on them, sometimes on the front

and the back. Pyun says that only the rank and not the name

of the person deceased is written on the tablet ( 1 926 : 32 ff . )

.

The two pieces of wood were fitted together in a holder so

that some of the writing was on the inner faces of the two

tablets. Dallet described the tablets as being made of chest-

nut wood taken from the forest far remote from any human

habitation. The Koreans said that "for tablets, one must have

wood which, while it was alive (before being cut) never heard

the barking of a dog or the crow of a cock." (Dallet 1954: l4l ).

(Compare with Jones 1907*47, Clark 1932:113, Underwood 1908:79,

and Miller 1936:18).

Some have described the tablet as being made of pear

wood instead of chestnut, but the descriptions of the ancestral
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tablets are essentially the same even to the feature that

seems to be peculiarly Korean. A small hole is drilled in the

top of the tablet so that the spirit of the dead person may

enter and leave. Missionaries gave the explanation as they

probably heard it from Korean informants, that the Korean

people believed that there were three souls. Upon death,

one goes to the place of the abode, one stays in the grave,

and one enters the ancestral tablet.

In his description of the ancestral tablets of China,

Dore-' ( 1 9 1 4 ) d oes not mention any hole drilled or other symbol

for the entrance and exit of the spirit. A later scholar

describes the practice in China of placing a single red dot,

either of red ink or blood of a cock, on the ancestral tablet

in order to vitalize or open up the tablet to the spirit

(Eberhard 1958:43). If there truly was no such thing in Dore^s

time in China, this may be a later addition.

At any rate, the Korean people, at the time of the

entrance of the missionaries, had a form of ancestor worship

that contained animistic features. A tablet containing the

spirit of a beloved ancestor would be treated quite differently

from a simple memorial to an honored ancestor.

Two features with respect to the handling of the an-

cestral tablets indicate that they were thought of as being

something more than a memorial. Sacrifices of food and wine

placed in front of the spirit were said to be truly eaten by

the spirit of the ancestor. The spirit would eat the smell

of the fruit or wine (Miller 1936:19). Food and drink with

chopsticks and spoon were placed in front of the tablets and
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the eldest son removed the cover from the rice bowl and added

a little rice to the soup. This is a common table custom of

Korea. Here, it is the symbol of the spirit's eating (Osgood

1951*120). Clearly the spirit of the ancestor partook of the

spiritual part of the food set before him. This compares with

cases in African ancestor worship when the ancestral skull was

drenched in liquor because of the pleasure it gave the de-

ceased. This was done to assure victory in the Ashanti Wars.

The second feature is the way in which the ancestral

tablets of Korea were disposed of after several generations

had worshipped at them. Although it may have been sooner,

Jones described the competent representative of the sixth

generation removed from any dead ancestor as having the duty

to take the ancestral tablets and "carry his tablet with all

the ceremony of a funeral and reverently bury it beside the

grave of the man whom it represents." (Jones 1907***7)« Pyun

says the tablets were buried after the fourth generation

(l926:32-3*0. These tablets, with their spiritual content,

were not simply thrown away or destroyed by burning. Rather,

they were reverently buried as if they actually contained the

soul of the dead person.

A further indication of the Korean attitude toward

the ancestral tablets is seen in the old-style wedding cere-

mony. Three days after the wedding, returning to the bride-

groom's house, the couple went first to the ancestral tablets

and announced the marriage before the tablets (Jones 1907*39).

Here, then, in the ancestral tablets, is an important

religious symbol in the life of the Korean people which had
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to be dealt with by the early missionaries. Even though

today, the ancestral tablets have apparently dropped out of

importance in the life of many Korean people, as late as

1880, being closely connected with the spirit of a beloved

ancestor, the tablet was of very strong religious significance

in the life of the Korean people.

Under the influence of both secularization and

Christianization, the animistic kernel of Korean ancestor

worship 'washed away,' but filial piety remained strong and

still does to this day - a good example of change and

stability together. It is quite apparent that the missionaries

and evangelists had to take a stand against ancestor worship.

The defense of those who sought to preserve it was a rationali-

zation based on the values of filial piety. Ve do not deny

these values, but Christianity does not allow for the worship

of any spirit or ghost, only the Lord Himself. The Christian

evangelists and missionaries stood by the first commandment.

Standing Pole

The symbol of one or three carved wooden ducks on top

of a pine pole is infrequently seen in Korea today. The real

meaning of this pole (called sot- tae in Korean, literally,

"standing pole") is obscure. Sources I have consulted offer

many different interpretations for the meaning of this symbol.

A Korean scholar has traced the origin of this symbol back to

around 400 B.C. Then the pole was set up to delineate a place
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punishment. Similar poles were erected outside villages in

India for the same purpose and the Korean poles may have

originated from this common Buddhist influence. Later in

history, the meaning of the pole changed to that of setting

the boundary of a special place (Son 1948:183).

The meaning of the pole again changed when it was

placed in a village as a symbol signifying that one of the

village men had successfully passed the Chinese character

examination for civil service ( Kwah guh) and was therefore

elevated to high rank. The figure of the wooden bird was

always pointed toward the north where the capital, Pyongyang,

lay. This was a token of thanks for success in the examination.

At first, this was a village symbol showing honor to

one of its members, but later on, the symbol was set up by an

individual household as a matter of pride, showing that one

of its members had passed the civil service examination.

The examination, or Kwah guh , was finally abolished in the

1890's (Son 19^8:189,190; and Clark, V.M. 1925:100).

Originally there seems to have been no animism

connected with the pole or the wooden duck. However, early

missionaries noticed that the pole was set up quite often in

connection with the so-called "devil posts" and was thought

to be a sign related to the spirit generals represented by

the posts (Jones 1901:42). A missionary quoted a Korean in-

formant as saying the pole was erected to direct wandering

spirits away from the village. These poles, set on either

side of the village, would trick the spirits into going in
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the direction the ducks were facing, thus keeping them out

of the village (Voelkel, Interview, quoting Kim Sung Nak,

1968). A similar meaning attached to the pole is found in

North Chulla Province where the pole was set up to keep the

fire god out of the village (Clark, W.M. 1925s 100).

Though the ancient standing pole seems to have had

no animistic features, currently (according to testimony of

a mudang from the Tongnae area near Pusan) the duck on top

of the pole is a very important god. The duck was considered

a little higher than the spirit of the ancestor though out-

ranked by the mountain god. The mudang said she would first

consult the mountain god before holding a service of worship

around the duck pole. Often the sacrifices and worship

around the pole were for the cure of illness.

Although the pole with the duck on its top has no

evident shamanic origin, we note a similarity of the Korean

pole with the pole having a wooden bird on its top which is

connected with Altaic shamanic rites. Of this latter pole,

Eliade says it "of course symbolizes the shaman’s magical

power of flight." (Eliade '\96h 1 ‘\9
} , footnote)

The only place in Korea I have observed this standing

pole is in a small fishing village on the eastern seacoast.

Once when noting this pole from the train, I asked the Korean

person seated next to me what the symbol meant. He did not

know; neither did others around us know the meaning of this

symbol. After studying the origin and other confusing infor-

mation concerning this pole, it seems that the safest attitude

to take now is a stand similar to that of my seatmate on the
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tra in

.

The Road Idol

When the first missionaries came to Korea, outside

of each village they could find road idols or "devil posts"

as they are sometimes called. They were carved posts four

or five feet high, the tops of which were anthropoid.

Even before Protestant missionaries arrived in Korea,

the use of these road idols was in decline. In 1880 one

traveler saw the village idols being kicked around by the

people amidst shouts of laughter (Oppert 1880: 1l6).

When a missionary first went to Korea in 1908, he

reports seeing road idols by the side of every road leading

into every village.

The roadsides near prosperous villages showed
dozens of such posts new and old. They bore witness
to the universal prevalence of demon worship with
its welter of superstitions.

He goes on to -lay that during the next twenty years he had

seen -

. . . the devil-post decay, fall by the roadside and
rot, without being replaced; now one can travel for
hundreds of miles past scores of villages and never
see one. Almost the only places where they have
been kept up are the approaches to temples used as
resorts (Van Buskirk 1931 :28).

This clearly shows a period of time in the history of modern

Korea when there were great cultural changes taking place.

The changes began before the Protestant missionaries started

their work, so the origin of this rejsction of symbols of
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powerful spirits must have come about coincident with the

strong social changes in Korean society that occurred just

prior to 1900. Just prior to 1900 the civil service

examinations, the caste system, and the system of craft unions

were all abolished. This indicates a great social upheaval

taking place about the time the Church started to grow rapidly.

These phenomena need further study. Then the dynasty was in

decay and Korea was opened to Western influence. The process

of secularization of the culture had begun before the Protes-

tant missionaries arrived.

These road idols represented the changgun or the

"great general spirits.” These, as may be recalled, were the

chief rulers of the visible earth and sky and they were the

spirits whom the blind p'ansu worshipped and used in his

divination. However, no evidence has come to my attention

that would show any direct connection between the p’ansu*

s

work and the roadside idols, either in the construction of

them or in any worship before them.

The primary function of these posts is said to have

been protection of the village from evil spirits. Thus the

posts could be seen guarding the main roads of entrance and

exit to a village (Jones 1901***2; and Osgood 1951*127)*

Informants told Osgood that people bowed when they passed

the idol and at certain times the fishermen presented a food

sacrifice in front of them ( 1951 * 127 )*

Because the use of these road idols and their signi-

ficance in the life of a Korean person was on the decline at
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the time the missionaries arrived in Korea, there was no

direct confrontation and no particular ’’problem" that the

roadside idols presented to Christianity. A missionary who

recently lived in a Korean village, said that though there

were road idols in his village they were "green with age."

And at times there were sacrifices made to them but the

people’s beliefs about them were very vague (Rutt 1964:215)*

Fe t ishe s

No evidence has been seen in literary sources or

observed in Korea to show that there were any personal fetishes

or charms carried by a person as there were in China. Chinese

children were said to carry charms to ward off evil spirits.

No material charm was placed on a Korean child, although often

he would be given an unpleasant name to ward off the evil

spirits, particularly the spirit of smallpox.

The fetishes of Korea seem for the most part to be

the abodes of the spirits of the household. Several of the

household gods previously cited have fetishes connected with

them. The fetishes in Korea were an old hat, a straw doll,

a piece of paper (as in the case of the lord of the house),

a sandal, a head of a fish, or a coolie's hat (as in the case

of the messenger of the god of the house). This is quite in

keeping with fetishism in other lands.

To understand what a Korean thinks about the fetishes,

we must look at the practices connected with them. To be
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sure, Paik is right when he says, M An intelligent Korean

would maintain that he does no t worship the material objec t

but the inner spiritual resence." (Paik 1929:17) The fetishes

are not thought of as being gods themselves but rather places

of abode of the spirit. The actual practice at the time

Protestant missionaries came to Korea is slightly different

and is well described by Jones:

The fetich, whatever it may be, is regarded as
clothed with a certain sanctity and to it the Korean
pays his worship. Spirit and fetich become so
identified in the mind of the devotee that it is
hard to determine which has the greater ascendancy,
but it is certain that the fetiches, however decayed
and filthy they may become from age, are still very
sacred and the Korean dreads to show them violence
( 1901 : 4

1

)

.

The experience of missionaries showed that the fetishes of the

Korean people were not held in light regard and had powerful

control over the emotions of the people. This is in contrast

to the way the Korean people treated the road idols by making

fun of them and letting them go into decay without replacing

them. Household fetishes were held in great respect and fear

in the mind of a Korean person around the 1880’s.

This stability of some religious features in the face

of change and secularization in others raises the question of

whether or not there were strata of worship and belief in

Korean animism. Was Korea passing through a period of religious

change at the time Christianity arrived? Did this kind of a

situation open the way to another option - Christianity?



IV. THE ENCOUNTER OF THE GOSPEL
AND THE KOREAN RELIGIOUS SYSTEM

Struggle with the Spirits

The confrontation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and

the spirit world or spirit-consciousness of the Korean people

has two aspects. On the one hand, the animism of Korea

presents an opposing power to the Gospel of Christ, while on

the other hand, and even more important, the animism of Korea

prepared the way to hearing and unders tanding this same Gospel.

Even though eighty per cent of the people of Korea claim no

religious affiliation, there is no religious vacuum. Many

of those who claim no religion participate in animistic

practices. In addition, those who claim they are Buddhists,

Confucianis t s and even some Christian sects exhibit unmis-

takable animistic featuras in their religious practices.

The struggle of power between Christianity and the

spirit world focussed on the confrontation with the mudang

and with the fetishes. These are discussed separately but

some general observations about the confrontation can be made,#

remembering that most Koreans never question the existence or

power of the spirits and demons about them.

81
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The Spirits Oppose the Gospel.

No evidence has been seen to show that any harm ever

came to the missionaries because of a confrontation with the

spirit world. But an example of a near disaster through the

misunderstanding by missionaries of the spiritual content of

a house burning down will illustrate the power the spirit

world held over the Korean people and the possibilities for a

hindrance to the spread of the Gospel.

In 1896, the writer and another missionary were
startled one evening by a cry of fire in a city in
the interior. Proceeding at once to the scene, in
the hope of rendering assistance, we found the family
of the owner howling and shedding tears as they saw
the progress of the flames. A company of the native
constabulary, with assistants, were, as usual, blowing
the long trumpets and horns, making to our ears any-
thing but a Joyful sound. The fire had attained but
little headway, and it was evident that with the well
so handy it could easily be controlled. Surprised by
the lack of energy shown by the Koreans, with but the
one thought of rendering assistance, the two foreign-
ers at once seizing buckets, with water from the well,
soon quenched the flames. No thanks, even from the
family whose house was saved, was tendered. Ominous
mutterings were heard on all sides. Threats of
lynching were not wanting. Those two foreigners,
with their lack of knowledge of Korea, her customs
and her gods, had, without doubt, infuriated the god
of fire. He would certainly be around that night and
wreak his vengeance on the city, perchance many houses
would be burnt. A wholesome fear of the foreigner
protected us. No house in the city was that night
burnt, but, I doubt not, that had we not left the next
day, some evil would have befallen us, for five miles
up the stream in the direction of the home of the
fire-god, another house, without any known cause,
took fire, and was burnt to the ground. When they
came down to the city, however, to punish the for-
eigners, they had gone (Underwood 1908 s85»86).

This report illustrates the narrow escape of a direct confron-

tation between the spirits and the missionaries. But the fact

that the Koreans did not physically attempt to stop the young
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mi s s i onari e s from offending the fire god and the fact that

this is the best if not only illustration of a direct con-

frontation, indicates that while the animism of Korea was

strong, it was less manifest than animism in other, less

sophisticated parts of the world. In some places, the

missionaries would not have escaped harm for their offense

to the spirits, as in the above illustration.

However, direct confrontation of the spirit world

wi th Jesus Chri st is seen in the numerou s example s of demon

possession. Nevius, in his classic study of demon possession,

gives several examples of possessed Chinese people. He

records the power struggle between the demon and the Spirit

of Christ. The demon in a person always resists the coming

of Christ. But in the case cited, the Spirit of Christ pre-

vails and a demon-possessed person who is converted becomes

cured of this possession. In Nevius' study, there was no

case recorded of a Christian becoming possessed by the evil

spirits (Nevius 1896: Chapters 1 , 2 , 3 )»

fCase^of d etnon possession are recorded by missionaries

in Korea. Two examples are given by V. M. Clark, in which he

shows the confrontation and struggle between Christ and the

demon inside of the person. In one instance, the demon-

possessed Korean was cured. In the second case, a young

Korean woman possessed with a demon attended church arri at

times was quiet and seemed to enjoy the experience. But at

other times she spoke out in vile, hateful terms against

Christianity. During this time of possession, she rebuked
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a church officer for hypocrisy, telling of wrong deeds that

those around him did not know. Later, it proved that she was

correct. (The evil spirits not only know Jesus Christ; they

know the inner heart of man.) The outcome of this confronta-

tion, however, is not given in my source (Clark, W.M. 1925!

101 ) .

Another missionary reports a demon-possessed woman

being cured by the concentrated efforts of Christians who said

they talked to the devils in the person, and finally cast

them out, leaving the woman in her right mind (Baird 1903:133)*

This confrontation of Christ with the spirits fits

exactly into the Korean understanding of illness, physical and

mental. Possession of an evil spirit is believed to be the

cause of all illness.

The question as to whether spirits existed or not did

not bother the Korean people, then or now. Evil spirits'

operations in the lives of the Korean people are too numerous

to deny. I have listened to many stories describing the work

of malignant spirits, and I once saw a demon-possessed man.

Korean Christians did not think of their conversion to Chris-

tianity as changing from one religion to another, but as a

release from the power of the spirits. A Christian was asked,

six months after her conversion, what the benefits of becoming

a Christian were. She said the most important benefit was one

the missionary would probably not think of, but to her it was

important

.
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Before X became a Christian I could not sleep
through a single night for fear the demons were
working some mischief among my grandchildren, or
were setting fire to the thatch, or giving the ox
some disease. I would lie awake till daybreak,
perspiring with fear, afraid to sleep. Now at
bedtime I Just commit myself, with all the family
and the house, to my watchful Heavenly Father,
lie down, and sleep right through to morning.
(Miller 1935:20)

Release from fear of the spirits is given as the

primary motive for conversion of many Koreans to Christ.

Whether the majority of the Christians turned to Christ because

of the fear of the spirits around them, or because of a dissat-

isfaction with their animistic religion, remains to be proven.

But at any rate, we can safely say that many Korean people

were quite ready to give up their animistic practices and turn

to Christ. Once becoming a Christian out of animism, very few

returned. A missionary says,

One inevitable result of the acceptance of
Christianity on the typical Korean Christian is the
utter shattering of his old belief in the gods of
his ancestors. Of the thousands of converts with
whom the writer is acquainted, only two were known
to have apostatized and returned to the old gods
after baptism (Jones 1 907 s 1 00 , 10

1 )

.

Animism as a Bridge to the Gospel

More important than the opposition animism gave to

Christianity in Korea is the preparation that it gave to the

Korean people for receiving the Gospel. The Korean Church

grew and won converts primarily out of the purely animistic

area of Korea: that is, the Northwest, rather than of the
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central area around the capital (cf. Shearer I966:80ff.).

This fact alone does not prove the cause and effect relation-

ship of the acceptance of the Gospel. But other evidence

given below seems to indicate that shamanism prepared certain

sections of Korea for rapid acceptance of the Gospel.

An anthropologist Judges that most of the Korean

converts to Christianity came from an adherence to shamanism

and Buddhism rather than the adherence to Confucianism

(Osgood 1951*152). In addition, an early missionary says,

Many of the religious characteristics of the
Korean people mark them for discipleship in the
Christian faith. Believing as they do in the
universal presence of spirits, it is not difficult
for them to accept the doctrines of the spiritual
nature of God (Jones 1907:64).

In a similar manner, Chung agraes with L. 0. Hartman in saying

that the secret of success of the Protestant Mission in Korea

was in the spiritual preparedness of the people because of

their animistic beliefs. They were a spiritually oriented

people; they believed in prayer; they had a lofty conception

of God; and they believed in the unity of God (Chung 1959:266,

citing Hartman 1917:33»34). Mr. Chung concluded that many of

the popular beliefs in Korean society were -

. . . congenial to Christian doctrines. How decisive
a role this congeniality played in touching off the
explosive growth of the Christian Church in the land
is yet to be proved (l 959 : 27 l)«

The writer in the Japanese official report on Korea, while

giving chief credit to the missionaries and workers for the

rapid expansion of Christianity, says that this expansion "may

be partly attributed to the feeble influence possessed by the

beliefs previously existing in Cho*srt. . . " (Annual Report of
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Governor General 1918-1921:90; also 1 92 1 - 1 922 : 1 1 2 ;
1922-1923:

95 ).

Through the animistic religion, the people of Korea

were able to accept and understand some important tenets of

the Christian faith. They were prepared in a unique way by

the Holy Spirit to receive Christianity, But we vigorously

deny any implication from the above argument that if a person

became a better animist or followed his religious practices

mord closely, he would be led to Christ, Even though there

was a preparedness for the reception of the Gospel by animism,

we cannot accept the notion that all religions ultimately

lead to salvation, Vhen all is said and done, the people of

Korea, particularly the animists, were quite ready and willing

and sometimes eager to give up their old religious practices

and to take on the new religion. In other words, animistic

religion was not satisfying and they were willing acceptors

of the Gospel, Dr, Paik describes well the religious climate

of Korea when he says that -

The religious syncretism of Korea is not an
indication of indiscriminate acceptance of the
religious but can be viewed as a spiritual hunger,
a groping for a good universal religion ( 1929*23)

•

Into this climate of searching for religious satis-

faction came the missionaries with the Gospel of Jesus Christ,

This Gospel spread like wildfire among the animistic people

of Korea because of the special preparedness it gave them on

the one hand, and the spiritual dissatisfaction they had on

the other
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Struggle with Ancestor Worship

The confrontation of Christian mission and Oriental

ancestor worship predates the arrival of Protestant mission-

aries to Korea by three centuries. Matteo Ricci (1552-1610),

a Jesuit missionary to China, through study and a deep

appreciation of the Confucian classics, decided that new

Christians should not have to break completely with Confucian

principles. He saw in the ancestral rites prescribed by

Confuciue a simple memorial service, offering no problem to

the Christian or the Church.

Members of other religious orders in China appealed

to the Pope requesting ancestor worship be declared incompatible

with Christianity. The battle raged for a century and in 17^2

a papal bull condemning ancestor worship as idolatrous was

promulgated. The Roman Catholic Church held by this position

until the twentieth century (Latourette 1 953 : 939-9^ 1 )

•

Roman Catholic missions in Korea followed the ruling

of the Pope and preached that ancestor worship was idolatry.

They instructed the new converts to destroy their ancestral

tablets and give up worship of the dead. A Korean retaliatory

law was promulgated in 1800, stating that those Christians who

forsake worship of the ddad should be punished by the death

penalty. Many of the early Roman Catholic Christians were

executed because of this dishonor to their ancestors (Osgood

1951

J

250 ). By the time Protestants arrived in Korea, the law

was still on the books but was not enforced (Jones 1907* 57-59)

•
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Protestant Missionaries' Attitude

Knowledge of the struggle over ancestor worship in

China and persecution of Roman Catholics in Korea for preach-

ing against ancestor worship made it impossible for the first

Protestant missionaries to Korea to ignore ancestor worship.

They dealt with it as a problem to be overcome. In speaking

of the missionaries and ancestor worship, Griffis says,

The Christian missionaries meet with no greater
obstacle to their tenets and progress than this
practice. It is the source, even among their most
genuine converts, of more scandals, lapses, and
renunciations, than are brought about by all other
causes (1897028).

After long debate, the missionaries decided that

ancestor worship was idolatry and therefore to be proscribed.

Because of the uncompromising prohibition of ancestor worship

by Christians, a tension between Korean society and the new

Christian religion was created. Because of the great social

pressure for participation in ancestral rites, lest they be

accused of "not knowing their parents," Christians were always

subject to pressure. Sometimes they could not bear this

pressure and many instances of Christians returning to their

former practices have been recorded.

Missionaries disclaimed any credit for the Korean

Christians' prohibiting ancestor worship as one of the tenets

of Christian belief and cessation of the rites as a require-

ment for joining the Church. Underwood says that ancestor

worship -
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has, however, all the form and semblance of worship,
and without the missionary attempting to legislate
in regard to the matter as a religion, those who
profess a faith in Christ have realized that such
sacrifices were not compatible with the worship of
the one true God. The result at the present time
is, that it has become commonly known that a belief
in Christ means the cessation of ancestral worship,
and as a consequence no small proportion of the
people often refuse to give any thought whatever to
the truths of the Gospel or even listen to a word
concerning them ( 1 908 : 80 , 8 1 )

.

Missionaries, however, cannot escape the responsibility for

the decision made concerning ancestor worship, Even if they

did not set up any formal restrictions and even if the actual

suggestion that ancestor worship be prohibited came from

Korean sources, the missionaries' acceptance of this attitude

amounted to strong legislation. Missionaries were in the

position of respected teachers and had power to influence the

Church. In this issue, their non-use of available influence

makes them responsible in this matter. In other words, the

missionaries' tacit approval of the prohibition of ancestor

worship by the Korean Christians was the strongest kind of

regulation that could be placed upon the Church.

Gale advised young missionaries to confront ancestor

worship by ignoring it with the assumption that the early

Korean Christians' prohibition of ancestor worship would win

out. Besides, the young missionary would be unable to cope

with this deep rooted practice of Korean society (Gale 1909s

78). The missionaries in Korea, by their very 'hands-off'

attitude, allowed the Church to be influenced by young

Christians, who have shown similar tendencies in other parts

of the world to set stricter limits on themselves and to change
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more of their old culture than the missionary advocates of

change first bargained for. This may mean the national has

deeper perception at the point of encounter.

From our vantage point of history, however, we must

conclude that in one respect - the social aspect - the

missionaries’ attitude toward ancestor worship was mistaken.

Polemic against this error in judgment has been provided by

Korean Christians. Proof that ancestor worship would not die

out of it3 own decadence or by regulation of the Church is

seen in the functional substitute for ancestor worship which

is emerging in the Korean Church today.

Had ancestor worship been purely religious, an ex-

change of the Christian religion for the old religious prac-

tices might -save met the needs of the Korean people. But

because of the sociological implications of ancestor worship,

simple prohibition did not satisfy the needs of the Christian

people and remained an obstruction to the conversion of non-

Christians .

Sociological Aspect of Ancestor Worship

The sociological aspect of ancestor worship can be

seen in the position occupied by the eldest son in the family

as the officiator at the ancestral ceremonies and keeper of

the ancestral tablets. The eldest son's position of leader-

ship was sealed by his connection with ancestor worship. He

was therefore the political, social, and religious head of
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the clan. Underwood shews the problem of what this meant

to the Christian mission.

It can be readily seen what havoc in the clan
is brought about by the conversion to Christianity
of such a head or chief priest. Vhen, as has
sometimes been the case, the whole family of the
chief of the clan has been converted, he has some-
times had enough influence to win the consent of
the others of the clan, and thus trouble has been
avoided, but where the case is otherwise, and where
the resignation of the high priestly functions
would leave an imperfect line of descent, innumerable
difficulties have arisen ( 1908 : 80 ).

Note that the difficulties of a head of a clan

becoming a Christian are not all religious difficulties.

Cessation of ancestor worship by this eldest son would

threaten the clan solidarity and would even disrupt its

political activities. Much of the political office and power

pass through the head of a clan. It was through the influence

of the clan leader that a position in government could be

secured. Because ancestor worship is knit into the fabric

of the society of Korea, it is easy to understand why there

was such a violent reaction against the prohibition of

ancestor worship in the middle 1800* s and why it led to

widespread persecution.

In order for the Church to grow rapidly, homogeneous

units (a term given to us by McGavran) of the population must

be won to Christ as units (McGavran 1965:69-86). In Korea,

the homogeneous unit is the clan, with the eldest son as chief

of the clan by his authority as high priest in charge of

ancestor worship. Vhen the clan structure is solid, and the

advocate of the Gospel largely ignores the social structure

of the hearers, as did missionaries of many lands (McGavran
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1965:78ff.). the results can only be poor. Many people were

kept outside the Church in Korea because of the prohibition

of ancestor worship, not because the prohibition struck at a

religious belief, but because it threatened the social struc-

ture of the clan. In Chapter Ten of a forthcoming book,

Dr. Mcgavran deals with the social structure and church

growth. He shows how the greatest obstacle to conversion is

not theological but social. Korea is a case in point.

Korean Attitude Toward Ancestor Worship

A reaction against the Protestant missionaries*

treatment of ancestor worship was set down by a Korean Chris-

tian, after he had returned from study in the United States.

Pyun Yung Tai wrote a book. My Attitude Toward Ancestor Worship ,

in 1926 that was aimed specifically at the missionaries. Later

Mr. Pyun, who rose to the office of Prime Minister of Korea,

is said by an American acquaintance to have considered this

book a "youthful indiscretion." (Pyun 1962: Preface) Still,

this is not a repudiation of the thesis of the book and the

complaints Pyun had against the missionaries are valid in

many respects.

The thesis of Pyun ' s book turns around one word in

the title: attitude. Pyun claimed his attitude toward ances-

tor worship was representative of Korean thought. He counseled

that missionaries should bring their attitudes toward ancestor
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worship into line with that of the Korean people. He argued

from his later date that ancestor worship was not idolatry as

supposed by the missionaries. He claimed the rites were

simply an honoring of those who went before, with no deification

of the ancestor. There was no greed or seeking gain from the

action of the ancestor, nor was there any fear connected with

ancestor worship. Pyun saw in ancestor worship a high,

ethical relationship of man to man and ancestor to posterity,

that comes from Confucian principles. Therefore, it was a

continuation of the high ethics of Confucianism (Pyun 1926:

29,30). This seems to be a fair representation of an educated

Korean's view of ancestor worship.

Pyun did admit that there may have been some super-

stition involved in ancestor worship, particularly around the

ancestral tablets. But he said this is not sin but stupidity

on the part of the Korean people that hold such views (1926:

35 ) • He held that Koreans should not be faulted for these

views but should be educated away from them. He claimed the

ancestral tablets were not idols, but merely the means of

remembering the departed people ( 1 926 : 32 ff . )

.

Even though denominat ionalism in Korea, according to

Pyun, has done harm and has kept thoughtful people out of the

Church, it is an insignificant problem compared to the harm

that was done to the spread of the Gospel because of the

prohibition of ancestor worship. He faults the missionaries

for assuming the background (Barnett's prototype 1953) out of

which the Korean people came was similar to the background
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out of which the first century Christians came, or similar

to that of nineteenth century Westerners. He says,

They [missionaries] kept their own society;
they clung to their own forms of worship. They
did not dare to think otherwise than that their
own ways would exactly do the Korean converts the
same good done to themselves. They never gave
serious consideration to the things which had been
taking place for thousands of years among the
people to whom they came as perfectors, teachers.
They believed that the light was on their side

( 1926 : 27 ,
28 )

.

Whether the motive of the missionaries for prohibiting an-

cestor worship came from a condescending attitude toward the

Korean culture or from a firm belief that ancestor worship was

idolatry (missionary writings indicate the latter), Pyun and,

no doubt, other educated Koreans saw this as a repudiation of

an important cultural feature of Korean society. Pyun claimed

that non-Christians looked upon the Christian Church as an

enemy of Korean culture (1926:23). He pleaded for the

missionaries not to tear down all of the cultural good in

Korea when they won men to Christ. His advice to the mission-

aries was -

I simply tell the missionaries to catch men
alive! Alive, unbruised, a whole man. You hunt wild
horses. What for? For hide? I advise you to use a
gun. For the utility of drawing carriages? Then,
I tell you, you will do well to use a lasso and a
soft lasso, too. Just so . . . wisdom is required
in catching men (Pyun 1926:42).

Pyun' a criticism of the missionaries’ attitude toward

ancestor worship will find a sympathetic hearing among many

missionary anthropologists who will encourage, as does Pyun,

missionaries to win people for Christ with as little cultural

dislocation as possible. Because the ancestor worship has
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ramifications through all of society, complete prohibition of

this practice produces an unnecessary disruption of the social

order

.

On the other hand, Pyun ' s Christianity dates to the

period of the social Gospel and he makes no allowance for

the dynamic encounter that makes men Christian, which was the

focal point for the missionaries. We thank Pyun for pointing

out the sociological problem but he denied the existence of

the religious or missionary problem.

A careful student of Korean culture (an Anglican priest,

now a bishop) believes along with Pyun that the religious

content of ancestor worship is nil. He says,

I do not believe that the ancestral sacrifices
have any profoundly religious significance for those
who perform them. The speeches made to the spirits
are more rhetorical than prayerful. The most potent
motives for the continuance of the practice at all
are social, the strong Korean reluctance to break a

tradition, the sense of loyalty to the family group
(Rutt 1964:198).

But, of course, he is looking back from the present day.

Evidence that we are dealing with a very strong social

custom can be found by accounts of Korean men committing

suicide rather than allowing their topknots to be cut off

under the attempted innovation for progress by the Japanese

occupation government. Cutting off the topknot of a man would

be a dishonor to his ancestors and was resisted even to

committing suicide (Voelkel 1967 Interview).

We have seen that animism prepared the way for the

spread of the Gospel in Korea. However, strong ancestor worship,

because of its sociological implications, tended to retard the
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growth of the Church. We know there was rapid growth in the

northwest section of Korea. Could a reason for this growth

stem from a social structure involving ancestor worship in

that area that was not upset by the missionaries’ strict pro-

hibition of any type of ancestor worship?

Dr. Richard H. Baird has firm evidence from long

experience in Korea showing that the northern Koreans had a

practice of ancestor worship that was greatly different from

the south, where there was slow church growth. All of the

clan headquarters were located in the south. Most of the

geneological records were kept at the clan headquarters and

ancestral worship was held there. Births were registered at

the headquarters with accompanying gifts of money. The money

was used by the eldest son of the eldest son to provide bribes

for government jobs and favours for the clan members.

But while the northern families were supposed to

support the ancestral headquarters, they did not receive the

benefits that their southern brethren did. Northerners were

excluded from government jobs and were relegated to a lower

status. In the last half of the nineteenth century, some

northern septs tried to get legal recognition as yangban

(gentlemen) clans. They impoverished themselves to obtain

recognition while other northern septs felt the effort not

worthwhile. As a result, the whole system of status through

clan relationship fell into ridicule.

The northern clans did continue local ancestral

ceremonies but refused to participate in the nationwide system
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Thus the northerners were more free than their southern

brothers to become Christians because the social pressure

to maintain ancestor worship was already reduced.

Dr. Baird illustrates this point by telling of an

experience with a northerner, Dr. Han Kyung Chik, pastor of

Young Nak Presbyterian Church in Seoul. He refused to stop

for a visit as they passed by his ancestral clan headquarters

in the South. Dr. Han said that his father had become a

Christian in North Pyongan Province, but long before that,

his family had ceased to register their sons' names or send

money to the clan headquarters (Baird 1968).

It seems clear that the strong social ties centered

around ancestor worship that existed in the South were missing

in the North and permitted a great people movement to Christ.

Toward a New Attitude

What then should the missionaries' attitude toward

ancestor worship be? Pyun presents no specific program for

the missionaries to follow. He admits the problem of super-

stition connected with the ancestral tablets but this cannot

be satisfied by calling it stupidity. Christians have problems

with the superstitious part of ancestor worship. A Korean

Christian convert wrote that she could not put up a spirit

table for the dead as the pagans do, because most of them

believe the spirit of the dead comes back into the tablet with
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170)« The woman had a religious problem that must be dealt

with. The way to deal with such a religious problem as well

as a sociological problem caused by prohibition of ancestor

worship, is with a functional substitute that does not com-

promise the faith.

If Pyun is correct that many Koreans were kept out

of the Church because the Christians seemed to dishonor their

ancestors, then it is entirely possible that more Koreans could

have been won to Christ if the missionaries recognized the

social need and had encouraged a thoroughly Christian func-

tional substitute for ancestor worship. In this way, they

would have shown their respect for the culture of Korea and

would have allowed the Korean people to keep more of their

culture intact when coming to Christianity.

Present Day Functional Substitute

The most convincing argument that Pyun was thinking

along the right lines at this point is the practice in the

present-day Korean Church. Currently there has emerged a

Christian substitute for the ancestor worship. It is a

ceremony held at the same time as true Korean ancestor worship,

on the first or the first three anniversaries of the death of

a loved one. This is by no means universal, but many Chris-

tians will call the minister or elder to their homes for a
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memorial service on the anniversary of* the death of an elder

of the family. This custom has grown up without either the

sanction or disapproval of the Church, although personal

opinion about it differs among the elders. There has been

little, if any, missionary participation in these services.

These worship services undoubtedly do meet a felt

need of showing respect for the deceased person. Such respect

is so much a part of the Korean's thinking that, even though

he be a Christian, he feels unfaithful if he omits to honor

the dead in some way. He builds up a guilt complex on the

point. Numerous informants with whom X have discussed the

matter show no formally structured theological reason for

having this worship service, which is quite Christian in

character, but they simply desire an expression of respect and

memorial. A close friend of mine, whose family has been

Christian for three generations, made a long and difficult

Journey to attend the family gathering where, as a group,

they all participated in the memorial service for his grand-

father. The felt need for him to attend this service was

intense.

While the missionaries prohibited the act of ancestor

worship, it is quite obvious that the basic desire, formerly

met by ancestor worship ceremonies, was not stamped out. The

idea of worshipping the ancestors was wrong, but was the idea

of remembering the dead with honor wrong? Now, after several

generations, a Christian substitute is emerging to meet this

culturally conditioned desire. The need is still felt within
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the Church, and church leaders are participating in private

services of worship on the anniversary of a loved one’s death.

Should the Korean Church approve a rational and meaningful

service of worship, respecting the memory of the dead, but

safeguarding the theological concept of worship to God alone?*

It would not be difficult to prepare a Bible-based

functional substitute to meet these felt needs. A functional

substitute for ancestor worship is the requiem mass now used

by the Korean Anglican Church on the occasion of Chus ok , a

Korean harvest holiday where non-Christians go to the graves

of their ancestors and perform worship ceremonies (Rutt 1964:

125) • Perhaps a memorial service should be given serious

consideration and regularized by the Church, lest the emerging

pattern assume irregularities and lead to the very syncretism

the missionaries sought to avoid in the first place.

Struggle with the Mudang

Most missionaries saw in the person of the mudang a

force to be overcome. They considered her a person in direct

opposition to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Underwood says,

"Shamanism is the most obstinate enemy that the missionaries

have to meet in Korea." ( 1908:90 ) However, very little has

been written concerning this power encounter between the

The above three paragraphs appeared first in an
article by the author in the Church Growth Bulletin , November
1967, Vol. IV, No. 2: 3, 4.
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mudang (or shaman) and the Christian faith. Only isolated

references are seen that give us clues to the importance of

the shaman in the spread of the Gospel in Korea.

Educated Koreans do not picture shamanism and the

mudang as in direct opposition to Christianity. Actually,

they see shamanism as paving the way for understanding of

Christian truths. In a previous work I have cited a Korean

university professor saying that because shamanism is a

religion of salvation through a higher being, Christianity

has flourished by reaping the harvest planted in the soil

prepared by shamanism (Shearer 1966:30). Also, a Korean

scholar judges that shamanism in Korea, more than any other

religion - either Confucianism or Buddhism - "enabled the

Korean to accept the personal God of Christianity. " (Ryu

1965 * English 124) This statement supports our hypothesis

that one of the reasons for rapid church growth in the

northwest of Korea was because the dominant religion of that

area was shamanism, not Confucianism with its strong emphasis

on ancestor worship.

The Korean Christian scholar, Ryu Tongshik, also gives

us two features of shamanism that enabled easy acceptance of

Christianity. First, shamanism has a world view and a view

of God that is simil ar to the Christian idea . The shamanic

world is populated with spirits, good and evil, and one chief

god. This is similar to the New Testament view of the world

and of spirits (Ryu 1963s English 34). In his introduction

to a book by Nevius, F. F. Ellinwood says,
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When, therefore, Christianity was introduced
into China and the narratives of demoniacal
possession given in the New Testament were read,
the correspondence that was at once recognized
by the native Christians seemed complete (Nevius
1 896 : iv )

.

The understanding of evil spirits in China served as a link

for the Gospel's presentation. Evil spirits, it will be

recalled, are the cause of sickness and are under control of

the mudang in Korea.

Ryu gives as his second reason for the acceptance of

Christianity by those who put their faith in the shaman, the

easy transition from reliance on the sh aman to pray for relief

from sickness and for blessing, to the reliance on a Christian

minister to do the same . The Christian ministry in Korea has

taken on a shamanic form in that a major part of the ministry

is calling in the homes, praying for blessings upon the home,

and praying for healing when there is sickness (Ryu 1965 *

English 34)

.

In addition, Rutt, the Anglican priest, says that -

. . . to the Korean country folk the idea of religion
is very closely associated with bodily healings and
material welfare. Buddhism and shamanism were both
regarded in this way, and I know from experience
that pagans will approach the Christian priest when
the ordinary shamans have failed. I know also that
my catechist woman is referred to by some as "the
Western witch." (Rutt 1964:152)

Seven accounts of the confrontation of the mudang by

Jesus Christ will be instructive to us. In these accounts,

in order to preserve the atmosphere of the documents, I have

retained the various authors' use of the terms shaman , mudan

g

,

and sorceress , all of which are synonomous with the mudang

described earlier in this thesis. Many of the reports have
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common features.

The first example is of a sorceress who is said by

the missionary to have been possessed by Satan. Later, she

admitted she was possessed. This sorceress went up and down

the country, healing sick and depressed people. She was

gone so much from her home that her husband took over the

household duties. [Although not in the account, because the

shaman's work is lucrative, the husband was probably willing

to take care of the household chores while his wife earned a

comfortable living.] For five years she was under the power

of the spirit and practiced healing. During that time, she

attempted to get rid of the evil spirits by burning her body

with red hot irons, but the spirits would not depart. Finally,

after five years as a practicing sorceress, the Christians in

the neighborhood banded themselves together, went to her home,

and prayed for her. The evil spirit within her resisted the

exorcism. The Christians prayed and sang throughout one

night and as dawn was breaking "the light of the Lord Jesus

came into her troubled heart." (Miller 1906*65)

In another account, a Biblewoman of the Anglican

Church named Sarah had a strong ministry and persuaded many

to destroy their fetishes and turn to Christ. She also gained

power in healing so that people sent for her instead of the

mudang to cure them of sickness. One day the mudang came to

Sarah and asked if she would be allowed to be a follower.

She was told that the first step was to destroy all the things

used by her as a mudang. Later, in the presence of Sarah, she
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burned all of her fetishes in the courtyard. At the time

of the account, the converted mudang had been attending

church regularly for eight months (Isabel 1907:86). Note

in this instance that the mudang came to the Biblewoman after

the Biblewoman* s fame had spread as a healer. Although the

report does not say so, the Bible woman very well may have

been an economic threat to the mudang, who lost remuneration

from patients who turned to the Biblewoman for help.

In the third example, the economic loss of the shaman

when her former followers became Christian is the principal

cause for the conflict of the shaman with Christians. A

Biblewoman persuaded devotees of the shaman to cease making

their annual trek up the mountain. A couple was accustomed

to take gifts for the shaman up the mountain in order to assure

their son's well-being. Instead, the parents became Christian

and gave bags of rice to the church worker rather than the

shaman

.

When the father died, the young son took over operation

of the rice hulling mill that the father had rented. The

shaman is recorded as having taken revenge not on the Bible

woman who originally led the family to Christ, but on the son.

She forced the land-owner with threats of dire maladies to

turn the mill over to her. She was killed by an accident in

the mill and 'everyone lived happily ever after.' (Miller

1935: 1 10- 120)

The fourth account describes a mudang' s conversion.

The conversion took place in a direct confrontation by the
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mudang, arrayed in the paraphernalia of her trade, against

a group of Christians gathered together in prayer. Of

further interest is that this group of Christians contained

a former p'ansu, who had once been shown to have weaker power

than this mudang when she proved his capture of a spirit in a

bottle to be false. Now this former p'ansu was a Christian

and a member of the congregat ion . When the mudang confronted

the assembled Christians with a defiant attitude, the former

p'ansu led out in prayer and the whole congregation joined in

agonized prayer for the mudang. She could not contain her-

self, threw down all her paraphernalia, and ran to her home.

At this time she did not make a confession of Christ but was

in agony for many days. Christians came to visit, spoke to

the mudang, and told her of the forgiveness of sin in Christ.

Eventually she repented of her sins, brought out all of her

paraphernalia to the courtyard and had a large bonfire.

This mudang' s name was Sinssi, which was changed in the book

to the more common name of Simssi [ssi = honorific]. Sinssi

became a strong Christian and a close friend and helper of

the missionary who wrote the account (Baird 1 909 * 55***' • ) •

The fifth report of a sorcerer's conversion is in-

complete. A sorcerer, greatly feared by the people for his

power, when he became a Christian, was a meek and quiet person.

He lived only four years after his conversion but the

immediate change in his character was dramatic and noticed

by everyone (Davis 1910*28,29)*

The sixth account may not be of a true shaman. It
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is simply the story a Korean Christian told of a young woman

who was possessed of the spirit of Taiju , the spirit of a

girl who had died of smallpox. Through this spirit the young

woman was possessed and given the power of divination. She

could foretell the outcome of sicknesses. She was finally

brought to the Christian. After being kept for ten days with

the Christian, she was sent away cured (Noble 1933*22).

The seventh report of a shaman encountering the spirit

of Christ was told to me by a Methodist pastor. He told me

of a shaman who could not heal a woman to prevent her mis-

carriages by shamanic powers and so the shaman sent the woman

to a Methodist Church (Shearer 1966:218).

These accounts are incomplete and too few to draw

hard and fast conclusions from these encounters of the mudang

with the spirit of Christ. But one thing seems certain:

these were truly encounters. In two instances at least there

was definitely a power encounter - that is, the power of a

praying congregation against the power of the mudang. In

another instance, there was probably a power encounter between

the Biblewoman and the mudang.

The struggle of the mudang to become a Christian was

unlike that of ordinary people. These reports record the

anguish and the agony experienced by the mudang while the

spirits within her (admitted by the mudang herself to be an

evil spirit) struggle with the spirit of Jesus Christ. C. A.

Clark thought that in a number of cases of the conversion of

mudang, this period of intense stress was noted (Clark 1932:

193).
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As with other Christians, two of the above accounts

show the definite turning point to have been the destruction

of the fetishes by fire in a public ceremony. To an ordinary

Christian, destruction of fetishes would bring no economic

loss. To a mudang, however, the destruction of the fetishes

meant the complete loss of her former way of life and means

of livelihood.

The shaman and her word did prepare the way for the

Gospel to come into the hearts of the Korean people, because

they understood the value of calling on a higher power for

blessing and for healing. But when the mudang herself was

led to Christ, there was no smooth transition possible from

her former life into the life of Christ. The seven examples

show clearly that even though shamanism may have been a

preparation for the Gospel, it was only that: the mudang

herself had to break completely with her former life. She

experienced a strong, dramatic struggle of the evil spirits

within her and the spirit of Jesus Christ. Anyone who holds

that all religions are good and eventually lead to God would

have to change his belief after examining the anguished

struggle and complete turning of the mudang when she became

a Christian.

Only one of the accounts gives a description of the

life of the converted mudang. This is the woman whose surname

was Sinssi. She is reported to have taken the New Testament

record of the casting out of demons literally as she was

acquainted with demons and demon-possessed people. She had
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cast out many demons before becoming a Christian. Now when

she saw that "Christ cast out demons and bestowed life power

on his disciples, she accepted the commission and exercised

it with unquestioning faith." (Baird 1909:102)

An account is given of her taking the lead as a

company of believers gathered to rid a woman of a demon.

After a great struggle, the demon was cast out (Baird 1909:

102-106). The author's son describes Sinssi as a leader and

a powerful person. He saw her when he was a boy as she came

to their home to visit his mother on occasion. The children

were very much frightened of her as she was very masculine

in appearance and of strong, unusual character. When she

came to the house, the children would all run and hide. She

had had a checkered past and had seen a very rough side of

life (Baird 1967 Interview).

When the mudang was converted she was very powerful

for Christ. Information is lacking on how widespread was the

influence of converted mudang. Today some Christian pastors

can remember no known case of a converted mudang. Missionary

writings contain very little information regarding the

conversion of mudang. Korean Christians commonly regard the

mudang as a demon-possessed person of very low social status

This attitude may account for suppression of information about

converted mudang. Upon conversion to Christianity, the fact

that she had once been a mudang would be suppressed by her

and the Christians alike.

However, there are a number of accounts of women

spoken of as demon-possessed whose conversions are recorded
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in terras of power encounter and fetish destruction. Several

of these are narrated by Noble (1933) and, in one case, the

possessed person was "brought up by a sorceress," which

suggests she would ultimately have become a raudang herself.

An interesting feature of these records is the number

of Christian women who were known as exorcists, and were

called to deal with the demon-possessed when other healers

failedt Drusila Yi (Noble 1933:11-24), Mrs. Santok Chu (25-38),

Mrs. Lulu Chu Kira ( 63 ) » for example. Also, some like Sadie

Kira specialized in winning sorcerers and sorceresses for

Christ (l27- 143) • This applies also in several of the seven

narratives above, like that of the evangelist Sarah (Isabel

1907:86-87)

.

Today some Bible women are specialists in praying

for healing and exorcism. It seems to me that, at least for

the rank and file of Korean Christians, the Bible woman was

regarded as a Christian functional substitute for the raudang,

the exorcist and healer. Thus again, as I have already

contended, the passage from Shamanism to Christianity was

helped by the ease in substitution of a Bible woman for the

mudang

.

The Church in Korea and the Protestant missions

have downgraded the Bible women and women missionaries who

worked with them. The role of the Bible woman may need

changing today, but still she can play an important part

in winning people to Christ.
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Struggle with the P'ansu

The only instance I know of the conversion of a

p'ansu has been cited in the previous section. But we note

that in present-day Korean society, unlike the rnudang who is

still strong, the profession of the p'ansu has been taken

over by other practitioners and the p'ansu have almost dropped

out of existence. As stated before, some informants cannot

recall seeing a p'ansu. I have never seen a p'ansu, either.

This would suggest to me that because the p'ansu' s role in

society was declining, no confrontation with Christianity has

received any attention from nationals or missionaries.

Destruction of Fetishes

Detailed evidence regarding the destruction of fetishes

by new Christians is not available but all the data seen in

writing and personal experience confirms that the destruction

of fetishes by a Korean is not something to be taken lightly.

Neither can we say that because the belief in the spirit power

of the fetish is false, the destruction of the fetish can be

considered inconsequential.
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Understanding the meaning of Fetishes

Missionaries have misunderstood the power content in

the fetishes and have used terms such as "absurd" and "stupid”

when referring to the fetishes. Tippett shows that a

missionary to the Solomon Islands who thought in those terms,

completely misunderstood the national's understanding of the

pagan symbolism (Tippett 1 967b : 1 00 , 1 0 1 )

.

In Korea, too, there was a powerful force in the

fetishes. An example is given when a Christian built a bon-

fire of his fetishes and the village people crowded around.

Vhen the Christian told them about Christ, and what he was

doing to his fetishes, the people were astonished and ran

away (Noble 1933*152). No matter what the missionary may

think about the reality of the power in the fetishes, those

people were afraid and did not want to have any part in the

burning of fetishes.

The problem of misunderstanding the meaning of fetishes

is not limited to foreign missionaries. A lay evangelist I

knew in Korea tore down a spirit house in the village where

he was a lay pastor in the church. He had the idea that

tearing down the spirit house would bring an end to the spirit

worship there. He was mistaken and pressure was brought to

bear upon him to rebuild the spirit house elsewhere. For this

he had to furnish the material and part of the costs.
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The principle underlying this is simple. The only

person who can permit the destruction of a fetish or religious

symbol is the person who has the authority to worship that

symbol and to use it.

After examining many cases of fetish burning in the

South Sea Islands, Tippett finds several principles concerning

the competent authority to destroy fetishes. These principles

hold equally well for other countries.

If the deities were served by a priest, he alone
could perform the act of separation. If the god was
tribal, then it had to be one with tribal authority,
priest or chief. If the objects or deities were
domestic, the head of the household was responsible.
If the fetishes and charms were personal, the
individual himself was responsible (Tippett 1967a? 17 )

•

[Original in italics]

Even a Christian cannot be expected to destroy a fetish

in his home over which he has no control. The following

illustrates this situation. A 76-year-old grandmother, whose

son (or son-in-law) was a Christian, after attending a prayer

meeting led by C. A. Clark, finally assented to have the son’s

wife destroy the household fetish. This fetish was a gourd

half-filled with rice which contained strips of paper with

prayers on them. The daughter took the gourd and threw it

away near the edge of the village. Even though the fetish

was not burnt, this evidently served as destruction because

the grandmother asked the missionary doctor present if, now

that she had given up spirit medicine and spirit worship, there

was not available some kind of Christian medicine to help make
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1 3^ ) It is clear that this house-

hold fetish only could be destroyed when the authorized person

gave the permission. Also, from this illustration, we can

deduce that this household fetish meant quite a lot to the

grandmother. When it was destroyed, she felt both a lack in

her life and a need for some substitute to fill the place it

once had in her life.

Significance of Fetish Destruction

Once I witnessed a Korean person burning his fetishes.

I saw the woman burn them in the presence of an older

missionary woman. As we stood out in the open, watching her

place the fetishes in a pile and light the fire, the lasting

impression I have of that experience is the sense of struggle

that went on, and the sense of importance the new Christian

placed on the burning of the fetishes. It was obvious to a

casual observer that these objects being destroyed had once

played a significant part in the person's life.

Tippett raises the question of whether the act of

destroying the sacred objects in good faith should be accepted

as a basis for baptism, or should there be an understanding of

faith before baptism can be given. He concludes that in the

Melanesian setting, this act of faith and the visual testimony

to it in the destruction of the pagan objects should be

sufficient for baptism. In Korea, converts have always been
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required to go through at least a period of six months*

instruction before baptism could be given. In other words,

destruction of their household gods and promise to attend

church was sufficient to become a catachumen, but not to

become baptized as a Christian. I am convinced, in reading

the account of the destruction of fetishes in the Solomon

Islands, that the power of these fetishes and the extent to

which they control daily life is much less in Korea than in

the Solomons. The destruction of fetishes in the Solomon

Islands meant that sacred ground formerly prohibited for

cultivation could be used for gardens. It meant that formerly

taboo anchorages were no open to the public; secret fetishes

(sometimes two and three hundred years old) also were done

away with (Tippett 1 967b : 1 02- 1 06 ) . Evidence that fetishes

were this extensive or had this much control over the Korean

farmers* agriculture or the Korean people’s daily lives is

lacking for Korea.

A different picture of fetish destruction is seen

among the Dani in New Guinea. Through a great movement along

kin, clan, and tribal ties, fetishes connected with these ties

were destroyed by recent hearers of the Gospel. Vhile some

of the missionaries welcomed the fetish destruction, they

decided that after a careful consideration and decision by

all the participants in the destruction of fetishes, baptism

should be withheld until there was a better understanding of

the Christian faith, particularly the concept of eternal life

that was colored by a strong mythology (Sunda 1963i24ff.).



The fetishes were powerful in Korea but probably

did not demand the allegiance and control over a person's

life as did ancestor worship. In other words, there is aome

basis for holding that while important, the destruction of

fetishes in a Korean setting would not demand the faith and

reliance on Christ that it would in other countries. The

training period was felt to be necessary by the missionaries

and has been retained by the Korean Church and does not seem

too demanding of the new Christians.
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Modified Forms of Animism in the Church

Since the practices in the Church in Korea, parti-

cularly the Methodist and Presbyterian Churches, are directly

derived from the American Church of a half century ago, it

is not difficult to compare the two Churches and see the

influences the animistic sub-culture of Korea has had on the

Korean Church. A Korean scholar has Judged that animism,

particularly shamanism, has produced dependent faith in the

Christian Church: that is, the doctrine of salvation by

faith alone where no human effort for renewal is considered

necessary. Secondly, since shamanism operates with an

undercurrent of legalism, shamanism is partly responsible for

a rigid conservatism in the Korean Church (Ryu English

3** , 35) . The above listed features of the Korean Church are

obvious and Mr. Ryu is probably correct in ascribing them to

animism. However, we cannot call these features in themselves

an erroneous understanding of the Christian Gospel.

In 1918 a young Korean cited superstition in the

Christian Church as a serious defect in it. He blamed the

missionaries for preaching two Gospels 1 one in the Vest and

one in the East. This young man had seen Christians in the
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West denying the story of Genesis and the validity of miracles

and felt the missionaries were preaching the Gospel to Koreans

with superstitious overtones, taking all of the miracle

stories in the Bible literally, and causing the Christians to

. . . look upon God as a local deity or kitchen
god. They think prayer alone can save a ship from
a storm or an unfit man from defeat in the struggle
for existence (Yi 19l8*255)»

Mr. Yi is probably right; the missionaries during that period

were not noted for accepting the liberal interpretations of

biblical criticism beginning to appear upon the American

scene. They were preaching the only Gospel they knew and

were not preaching a Gospel distorted for Korean society.

This Gospel, to them, was no distortion. My own personal

feeling is that this so-called superstition in the Korean

Church is not a defect.

For those of us who take the Bible at face value and

believe it is an accurate account of what happened, the

Superstitious beliefs that Mr. Yi alluded to are in accord

with the Biblical witness. Relying on the Bible as the

standard of faith and practice, this biased observer cannot

see any inconsistencies between the current practices in the

Korean Church influenced by Korean animism and the Biblical

witness. Therefore, as I describe the animistic practices

found in the Korean Church today, from nine years of observa-

tion, I do so with the underlying opinion that all of the

practices are in accord with the Biblical witness. In a

statistical survey of over 2500 respondents, the writer of

this thesis found the Korean Christians to be intensely
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Spiritual Healing

First, because there is an emphasis in Korean culture

on the spiritual causes of illness, whenever any Christian is

ill, he is visited daily by the pastor and by church officers.

In cases of serious illness, the patient is prayed for by

name in regular worship services. Whenever anyone becomes

ill or is injured, most parishioners immediately send for the

pastor or church officers, who will come to the home and

follow the usual pattern of pastoral calling. This means the
\

singing of a hymn, the reading of the Scriptures, a homily,

and a closing prayer.

I have heard Western-oriented doctors complain about

the Christians coming into the hospital sickroom, staying

much too long and making too much noise. But I would think

this is much better for the patient than to have the mudang

banging her cymbal, beating her drum incessantly, dancing

and chanting the whole night through. Furthermore, with this

attitude there is an accompanying expectation. The patient

would expect the Church to supply this service and would find

a therapeutic value in it.

There is plenty of Biblical injunction to pray for

the sick but the Western Church, by its practice, seems to

remain skeptical, while the Korean Church believes that prayer
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for healing the sick is effective.

Dawn Prayer Meeting

The custom of having a prayer meeting at dawn began

in the Korean Church during the revival of 1907 and was first

held only for special occasions. Particularly after the war,

the custom became a daily practice and now most churches ring

their church bells about an hour before dawn and have a

service of worship with hymn- singing , a Bible-based sermon

and either extemporaneous prayers or simultaneous, vocalized

prayer^. By custom the prayers must be finished before the

sun comes up. As the season changes, the time of prayer

meeting changes to make sure the worship service is concluded

before the sun rises. I have heard Koreans express unhappiness

on one occasion when the prayer service was late and they came

out of church finding the sun had risen.

The obvious link between this prayer service and

animism in Korea is the 100-day-prayer practiced by individuals,
<D

particularly women, who want to assure success in some venture

such as admission to the proper school for an offspring.

They will go out to the spirit house daily before dawn for

100 days and have their prayers finished before the sun comes

up. I have seen a sign on Buddhist temples announcing that

the 1 00-days-prayer is in progress, but I am not certain

whether this signifies that the prayers must be finished before
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Upon hearing of the link between the practice of

dawn prayer meeting and the 1 OO-days-prayer from a missionary,

Dr. Paul Crane, I tested this theory with Korean Christian

friends. While they would admit there is such a prayer

service in paganism which requires prayers to be finished

before the rising of the sun, no Christian consulted would

admit any kind of relationship between the dawn prayer

meeting and animistic practice.

We do not need to prove any animistic origins of this

dawn prayer meeting which seems to be unique to Korea in its

daily practice. But, on the other hand, we can say with Dr.

Hong: "Some of the ancient religious faiths had indisputable

influence on this particular practice ...” (Hong 1966:18)

Further, we may say the felt need to attend early morning

prayer and have the prayers finished before the sun comes up,

originates from the same cultural setting as the animistic

practice

.

Christians have explained the rise of this custom

because the farmers could attend the prayer service before

they went to their fields to work before sunrise. They also

agree that dawn prayer meeting is necessary because a Korean

home is too crowded to find a quiet place for private worship;

thus dawn prayer meeting serves to fill this function.

The custom of dawn prayer meeting has persisted

although attendance is limited to those few deeply committed

Christians who are able to attend without detriment to their

occupations in the partly industrialized society of Korea today
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Raising of the Beam Ceremony

Another Christian ceremony peculiar to Korea is the

raising of the beam ceremony or the sangyangshik . In this

ceremony, when the frame of the house is put up, the last

piece to be put in place is the center ridge beam. At the

time of the raising of this beam by the carpenters, the

Christian institutions and Christian homes will have a Chris-

tian service at the site with the pastor officiating. This

ceremony has a similar animistic counterpart with the mudang

officiating, described previously for the emplacement of the

Sungju or the "ruler of the house," in a newly constructed

house. Before learning from literary sources (Jones 1901*54)

that this now Christian ceremony had animistic roots, I

questioned some of my Christian friends to try and find the

origin of this ceremony. No origin could be given and any

suggestion to those consulted that this service had any

animistic origins was rejected. In other words, in their

minds this was a purely Christian ceremony. And I agree with

Rutt*s conclusioni he saw in a Christian home the figures

and dates usually written on the roof beam with a Christian

prayer interwoven, noting -

. . . that the dragon and phoenix characters were
still nestling quietly in the shadows at the very
end of the beam. And indeed, why should not such
rich and healthy symbols as these be baptized?
(Rutt 1964:31)
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Launching of a Christian Boat

Christian fishermen are a rarity in Korea. Non-

Christian fishermen believe so strongly in the need for pro-

tection of the spirit world that they will not put to sea

with a Christian who believes in the power of Jesus Christ

on board. Occasionally, a whole fishing boat will be made

up of Christians. I witnessed the launching ceremony of one

such boat about forty feet in length, powered by a diesel

engine. Before the boat was launched, it was decked out in

flags with Christian crosses on them and a regular service

of Christian worship was held at the boatside. It was not,

however, launched in the presence of this service but would

be launched later.

The shamanistic roots of this ceremony are too fre-

quently seen to be denied. The mudang ordinarily officiates

at this ceremony with a proper incantation. Also, a proper

time is fixed for the launching. At the jjarticular ceremony

I witnessed, the owner of the ship was questioned as to the

reason for his delay of the launching. The implication was

that he was waiting for the proper day and hour to launch this

boat. This he vigorously denied and said the launching

would be delayed even though the ceremony had been performed,

hecause some preparation of the engine had to be completed

first. He vigorously denied any reliance on those animistic

practices.

It was obvious, however, that this ceremony was
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something that had a great deal of meaning and was taken

very seriously by the participants, particularly the boat

owner. It was a Christian functional substitute for an

animistic practice to assure the safety of the fishermen

and good productivity, addressed now in its Christian form

to the Creator who made the sea, rules it, and provides the

catch

.

Thank Offering

The system of thank offerings in Korea seems to me

to have animistic overtones. During the time of collection

of the offering, a person will hand a white envelope to the

usher with money enclosed to be taken directly to the pastor.

The pastor will sometimes include the special thank offerings

in his regular offertory prayer. But quite often he will

have a separate prayer for the donors of the thank offering.

On each envelope is listed the donor's name and the reason

for the thank offering. Sometimes it is thankfulness for

recovery from illness or thankfulness that a son was admitted

to a school. When I was interim pastor of a Korean congre-

gation, I was informed on several occasions that the members

who had donated these thank offerings would feel slighted if

a special prayer was not given mentioning the donor's name

and the situation for thankfulness.

This custom is thoroughly Christian and is common
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throughout the Church of Korea today. Its origins, however,

probably are from the influence of the practice in shamanism

where the mudang is paid for doing her religious ceremonies

requesting blessings from the spirits. Offerings will be

left at the Buddhist Temple to insure prayers for blessings

from the Buddhist monks. I have raised the question with

several Korean pastors as to whether this ceremony was not

actually an attempt to purchase a blessing from God rather

than actual thanksgiving for blessings received. At no point

would any Christian minister consulted admit any problem

here, but the pastors have freely admitted to me problems in

other areas in the Christian Church.

In the presence of Korean Christian women, my wife

once invited a traveling bamboo basket saleslady to attend

church the next morning. The saleslady asked if she would

get good luck and blessings if she came and my wife said yes.

She asked how much offering she meded to give and was told

it was free. The Korean Christian ladies later warned my

wife that she misunderstood this country woman's motive.

They interpreted the saleslady's remarks as meaning she was

thinking in terms of paying money and receiving a blessing

in return for that money. The Christian ladies saw this was

a false motive. The next morning we observed the basket

lady sitting on the women's side of the church but she never

came to church again.

However, the Christian custom of presentation of

special offerings in the church service seems to be a genuine
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thank offering and a thoroughly Christian ceremony without

any false expectations on the part of the participants. This

seems to be a symbol thoroughly won for Christ.

Syncretism

Before Protestant missionaries came to Korea, there

were syncretistic revitalization movements in the country

which contained elements of Chris tianity. All of these re-

vitalization movements fit into the pattern outlined by

Wallace (1956). The movements originated in dissatisfaction

with the existing culture, partly from a reaction against

foreign elements being introduced into Korean culture. This

pattern of revitalization movements is a phenomenon of human

history found in all parts of the world (Wallace 1956:267).

Chundokyo

The oldest revitalization movement with syncretistic

features is the Chundokyo , which means "The Doctrine of the

Heavenly Way.” It was founded in i860 by Ch'oe Che-u and was

also known as Tonghak or "Eastern Learning. ” The founder

received a vision in which he was commissioned by Heaven to

establish a new religion (Weems 1964*7) • The political

situation at that time was one of great instability and the
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founders of this religion saw the so-called "Western learning"

brought in by the Roman Catholic Church as a grave national

threat. The founders of the Chundokyo movement wanted to

replace this alien element with Eastern learning. Weems gives

us the doctrinal base of Chundokyo as follows:

In building the doctrine of Ch'ondogyo, Ch'oe
Che-u combined and redefined certain basic principles
of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism. From Con-
fucianism, he took the concept of the five relation-
ships (father-son, king-subject, husband-wife, elder-
younger, and friend- friend ) ;

from Buddhism, the con-
cept of heart cleansing} and from Taoism the law of
cleansing the body from natural and moral filth.
Ch'oe also took certain organizational and ritualistic
elements from Roman Catholicism, and his writings and
writings about him reflect a style and tone strangely
analogous to those of the Biblical accounts of the
life and teachings of Jesus Christ (Weems 1964:8).*

Further, Ch'oe developed the principle of in-neh-chun , which

means "man and God are one." In-neh-chun is -

. . . the foundation of the entire religious dogma
and political philosophy of Ch'ondogyo. This prin-
ciple means, in brief, that, potentially, man is
God, but that this oneness is actually realized only
as the individual exercises sincere faith in the
oneness of his own spirit and body and in the
universality of God (Weems 1964:9)*

The movement won many converts and was suppressed by

the Korean government. Ch'oe was hanged in 1864 as a traitor

and by 187 1 the members of this new religion tried to clear

the name of their founder by creating a rebellion, which was

put down. In 1894 the Tonghak Rebellion broke out, which,

though unsuccessful, gave rise to the Sino-Japan© se War (Weems

1964: 12, 18)

.

*
Weems is citing William M. Junkin, "The Tonghak, " Korean

Repository II (1895) P« 57 and Yi Ton-hwa, In Nae Ch'on ui
Youi [Essentials of In Nae Ch'on] (Seoul: Ch'ondogyo
Central Hq. , 1924), p. 42.
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During this time and until the annexation of Korea

by Japan, the religious aspects of the Tonghak or Chundokyo

movement were subordinated and it was a thoroughly political

movement. For a time, the movement was associated with the

pro-Japanese party in Korea but after the annexation and,

increasingly, after anti- Japanese uprising in 1919» Chundokyo

again emphasized its religious elements.

At present there are about one hundred Chundokyo

churches and 600,000 members. Most of the churches and

believers are to be found in urban areas. The 1967 Kore

a

Annual states that during the year 1966 the cult remained

inactive due to lack of funds and any propagation activities

seemed to have ceased (Hapdong 1 967 '• 236 , 237 ) • This movement

has become a type of folk Church but apparently is not very

active at present.

Chingsangkyo

Next in point of time is a religious sect begun by

its founder whose pen name was Ching Sang in 1900. Ching

Sang claimed to have a spiritual awakening and direct com-

munication with the gods. He was influenced by seeing the

Tonghak and their great religious power. He was not able to

accept their doctrinal positions and made a thorough study

of Confucianism, Buddhism and Zen.

While Ching Sang was the founder of this new religion,
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it was a mixture of Taoism, Confucianism, and Miruk Buddhism,

which is a Buddhism with a doctuine of a future Messiah.

Soon his sect broke into a great many different parties and

at one time there were more than eighty different religious

sects that trace their origins to Ching sangkyo (Lee 1967

1

passim) . Ching Sang said that he was the second advent of

Christ (Lee 1967 :80) but his religion was strongly influenced

by shamanism so that "exorcism was used to drive away diseases

and disaster and to invite bliss by mitigating the grudges

borne by household gods." (Lee 1967*87) Chingsangkyo had an

elaborate system of fetishes quite similar to the ones pre-

viously described in the popular animism of Korea (Lee 1967 *

102 ) .

The spiritual descendants of Chingsangkyo have clus-

tered about Kyeryong Mountain in South Choonglhung Province

near Taejon. According to a prophetic book entitled Chong-

gan-nok , Kyeryong Mountain is to be the future capital of

Korea and finally the capital of the world (Ch’oi 1967*110).

Ch'oi Jesuk made a sociological study of a village of a

thousand houses near Kyeryong Mountain and found that while

some of the people would not admit allegiance to any of the

several syncretistic religions he found there, most of the

people in the area said they believed in the prophecy that

Kyeryong Mountain would be the future capital of Korea. The

observer found there a mixture of popular religious elements

coming out of animism. Since their beliefs are based on

religious teachings found in traditional, indigenous animism
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and Taoism, the investigator found a strong hostility by

the various religious groups in the village to Christianity.

Reason for the conflict is given because the Christian church

in the village openly opposed worshipping ancestors, which

the people of the village held in high esteem. In this

particular village study, the Christian church was principally

attended by young people who were independent of other members

of the family (Ch'oi 1967*118). The conflict between the

revitalization movements in this village was intense. However,

this phenomenon seems to be localized and not widespread

throughout the nation.

Olive Tree Movement

While Chundokyo and the offspring of Chingsangkyo are

quite localized, there are two recent revitalization movements

scattered all over the country whose influence is felt even

in the most remote parts of Korea. The two movements are the

Olive Tree Movement and the Tongilkyo . In my own experience

in rural areas of Korea, I have come into contact with both

of these nativistic movements but I have never met a person

related to the Chundokyo or Chingsangkyo . Both the Olive

Tree Movement and the Tongilkyo were founded by charismatic

leaders who claimed to have had direct contact with divine

sources

.

The founder of the Olive Tree Movement is Pak Teh Sun.
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The movement itself is variously called the Pak Teh Sun

movement or the Chundokvan movement (lit. "evangelistic hall").

Pak Teh Sun claims that he is the olive tree mentioned in

Revelation 11 :4. Translation of the official name for the

movement is the "Korean Jesus Doctrine Evangelistic Center"

or Hankuk Jesu Chundokvan (Lee 1965 * 629 ).

My sources for the information about Mr. Pak given

below are Ye (1959) and Mot 3 ( 1967 ). The documents of these

two men cite similar sources and possibly they collaborated

on their research.

Pak Teh Sun was born in North Pyongan Province where

he attended elementary school. He attended highschool in Japan

and in 19^5 returned to Korea. lie set up a company in Korea

and began to attend the Southgate Presbyterian Church of Seoul.

In 195^ be was elected elder of the Changdong Presbyterian

Church in Seoul. But only two years later he was defrocked

and expelled from the Presbyterian Church by the Kyunggi

Presbytery. In those two years, Pak had become a nationally

known leader of revival meetings and prior to his expulsion

from the Church had claimed to have better revelation than

that of the Bible. In 1959# Pak was convicted of fraud and

immorality and sentenced to two and one-half years in prison.

He has two colonies: Christian Town I and Christian

Town II which are tight-knit, controlled colonies where the

devotees turn over all their worldly goods to the community

and enter the colony, each sharing in the work. The quality

of workmanship _of the goods corning from the factories operated

by Pak Teh Sun is above the quality of goods from other Korean
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factories. Economically, the movement has prospered and, for

whatever it is worth, nn«ny of our Protestant Churches are

lighted with fluorescent lamps produced in Pak’s factory.

His doctrine is a mixture of Christianity and shamanism,

curing the sick by anchal keedo , the laying on of hands. This

typo of prayer with the laying on of hands is a major feature

of Pak’s movement.

Pak equates himself with the ’’one from the east” of

Isaiah 4l:1,2, and he argues that since Japan was defeated in

World War Two, the "righteous one" certainly must appear in

Korea - and - he is that "righteous one.” Moos says this

would fit in with Pak' s ant i- Japane se feeling (1967:23). Also,

it probably comes from an anti-Western orientation that led

Pak Teh Sun to fix his attention on this verse that claimed

the Savior would come from the east. Pak Teh Sun claims, in

addition, that Jesus, sitting at the right hand of God, works

through the victorious olive tree, namely, Pak Teh Sun (Lee

1965 : 631 ).
»

This Olive Tree Movement is widespread and quite im-

portant to the Christian Church. First, by looking carefully

at the emphases in the movement, we can understand the felt

needs of the people which were not met by the Christian Church

in Korea and therefore caused so many church members to defect

to the Olive Tree Movement. Secondly, this movement is im-

portant because it still goes under the name of Christian and

many non-Christians I have talked to do not distinguish

between the Christian Churches and the Pak Teh Sun movement
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with its syncretism. They do, however, in associating the

Pak Teh Sun movement with Christianity and also associate the

movement's aberrations and problems with the law with the

Christian groups. On the one hand, therefore, we have much to

learn about felt needs from this movement, but, since it is

syncretism and heretical from a Christian point of view be-

cause Pak claims equality with Christ and extra-biblical reve-

lation, we must make sure to completely disassociate ourselves

from the image and aberrations of the Olive Tree Movement in

the future.

Moos tries to compare the Olive Tree Movement with the

Presbyterian work in Korea. lie says,

. . . heretical or not, the movement by 1964 had from
1.8 million to 2 million followers in some 303 congre-
gations ( Chundokvan ) against some 97306 Presbyterians
after more than half a century of intense missionary
efforts (Moos 1967:25)*

Of course, this comparison is fallacious. The Presbyterians

he cites are communicant members of one segment of the Presby-

terian Church. The total Presbyterian community is near 1.5

million as a result of "half a century of intense missionary

efforts." Further, if there are 303 congregations , this would

mean an average of 6000 to 65OO believers connected with each

congregation. But the experience I have had with this organi-

zation indicates that his figure is totally unreasonable; many

of the Olive Tree meeting places do not hold even 100 people.

Moos' figures are further suspect because they are the same

figures quoted in his previous publication as 1963 statistics.

Also they are the same statistics quoted by Ye, who got the

number of churches from the Christian News, Column 2,

September 1, 1958 »
and the number of followers from a letter
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of an American evangelist, J. E. Weeks, from Seoul, on

January 21, 1951 » p* 1 (Ye 1959* 1l)* These are obviously not

official statistics* Because the government does not con-

sider this a religion, they are excluded from government

statistics. Although the Olive Tree Movement is included in

the Korean Christian Yearbook for 1965* no statistics are

given.

Tongilkyo

A smaller but intensely active revitalization movement

sprang up around the leadership of Moon Sun Myung one year

prior to that of Pak Teh Sun. The Tongilkyo is called the

Holy Spirit Association of Unification of World Christianity

(Ch'oi 1 967 * 1 69 » and Lee 1965*588)* Moon has a doctrine of

the unity of male and female in God, Who created the earth,

and a doctrine of the Fall. The founder. Moon, is believed

to be superior to Jesus Christ. He believes himself and the

Tongilkyo to have taken Jesus Christ’s place in the Trinity

(Ch'oi 1967*175)» The believers of the Tongilkyo take witches

and fortune-tellers seriously, believing that even though these

people contain evil spirits, the witches and fortune tellers

may understand Moon better than established Christians (Ch'oi

1967*179)* They also encourage the believers to be proud of

being Korean for even though it is an underdeveloped country,

it is the highest honored country in the world because it
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produced H the lord of the second advent,” who is, of course,

Moon Sun Myung (Ch'oi 1967*179).

For a time, the newspapers were full of stories of

raids and investigations into this movement for promiscuous

activities and Moon’s own history records extramarital off-

spring. At least, we can say they have an unconventional

understanding of marriage and perform Joint marriages when

up to one hundred couples are wedded in a mass wedding

ceremony. Whether there are sexual aberrations associated

with the movement has been unproven but a former member of

the movement, Ra Un-mong, testifies to promiscuous activity

within the movement (Cited in Ye 1 959 *
pass ira )

.

The Tongilkyo is a missionary movement, having been

successfully exported to the United States and Japan. In

Japan there are about 70 churches and about 20 in the United

States (Lee 1965*589). It was first brought to the U. S. by

Miss Kim Yung Oon, who came to Eugene, Oregon in 1959 to study

at the University of Oregon. There she won converts and then

moved to Berkeley, California where she started a colony. A

study of this colony in the U. S. has been made by John

Lofland with pseudonyms used (1966).

Summary of Revitalization Movements

Common features in all of these nativistic movements

seem to be as follows 1
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1. All of the movements have prophets as their leaders -

men who have had charismatic experiences and visions. This

follows the pattern of most religious revitalization move-

ments (Wallace 1 956 : 1 56 , 270 )

.

2. In each of these movements there are features designed to

preserve part of Korea’s culture being threatened from two

directions - threatened by the process of acculturation of

the Korean people adopting Western ways, or by the process of

conversion to Christianity which is closely identified by

non-believers with Western ideas. In some of the movements,

the Korean-style shamanic healing is emphasized and several

have prophecies that Korea will be a light to all nations and

eventually the center of the kingdom in this world.

Chundokyo is in the state of rou tinization and the

others are in the state of adaptation after Wallace’s des-

cription ( 1956:274,275)

.

Although Linton says that perpetuative magical nati-

vistic movements are very rare, I believe that these movements

in Korea follow his description of the perpetuative, magical

nativistic movements. They perpetuate, sometimes unconscious-

ly, features of the culture of Korea and they are magical in

that each began with a prophet who is widely accepted by the

people and who relies on supernatural powers. The people

believe in him because they wish to believe in him (Linton

1958:469)

.

Assessing the movement of new religions in Korea is

difficult and, for the most part, ’standard brand Christians'
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have tended to underestimate the lessons that these new

religions can teach, particularly in indicating unmet felt

needs

.

Estimates as to the new religions' membership of ten

per cent of the population by Moos ( 1967 * 12 ) are given without

statistical support and would place the new religions on a par

with the total Christian population in Korea, which must be

discounted as being a gross overestimation. Even the estim-

mation that there are one million believers of Pochunkyo , one

of the sects of Chlngsangkyo (lee 1967*28), seems to be an

overestimation. Until better statistics are available, we

cannot give an accurate assessment of whether these movements

are growing or not
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Need for Field Research

This study of the animistic sub-culture of Korea

has been primarily a library and archival study. Although

I am confident that I have seen all the important sources in

English and have seen some in Korean, the study obviuusly

needs field research on the present-day animistic practices

to understand how much the practices have changed since 1900

and to study deeply the influences of animism on the Korean

Church today.

No detailed study of Korean animism has been made

from field expedience and written in English since 1901.

Jones made the study then and although W. M. Clark presented

a brief study later, it is incomplete. Incomplete also is

Osgood’s study of the religious life of the people.

It is hoped this thesis will provide a foundation

for such a field study but obviously it cannot be considered

a substitute for such a study. Therefore I conclude that a

sympathetic and objective study of present-day animism in

Korea is needed to plan for greater church growth.
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Power of Animism

A second conclusion is that animism is not lacking

in power nor does it seem to be on the decline. There are

213^5 mudang, fortune-tellers, phrenologists, palm readers,

physiognomists, su tra-chanters , etc. who are registered with

the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs of Korea in 1963 .

In other words, there is a practitioner of religion and magic

for every 1000 persons in Korea (Ryu 1966:150)- Animism is

powerful even in the urban settings. Another testimony to

the power of animism over the people is the ready acceptance

by many Christians of the nativistic movements which have

shamanic features. Animism is not dead nor is the desire on

the part of the people to deal favorably and be dealt with

favorably by the spirits all around them.

Need for Change in Attitude

In the light of this, the third conclusion is that

missionaries must change their attitude of indifference

toward shamanism and animism. Not only the missionaries but

Christian workers in Korea must understand their own culture

and win more of the animistic culture for Christ. Second

and third generation Korean Christians have grown up with

little contact with the spirit world that is an integral part

of many non-Christians' daily lives. Korean Christians must

know the culture of their pagan neighbors and the implications
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for winning them to Christ. Rather than deprecating or

making fun of those who employ the mudang, perhaps the Chris-

tians could make more of an effort to understand their needs.

Win the Mudang for Christ

I believe there must be a more concerted effort to

win the animistic religious practitioners. Whether the bulk

of them have any inclination to turn to Christ or not is not

known. But testimony of several of these practitioners

indicates a dissatisfaction with their present way of life.

If these religious practitioners could be won to Christ, they

would become very effective witnesses in the society that

still holds their powers in very high regard.

Need for Functional Substitutes

Next, I feel the Church should provide functional

substitutes for many of the animistic ceremonies, particularly

in the fishing villages where these ceremonies are important

to the daily lives of the fishermen. Prayers could be offered

in a Christian manner for the safety of the fishermen putting

out to sea, such as are offered in Melanesia (Tippett I967bi

269 , 270) . Other functional substitutes for animistic cere-

monies could be provided. The animists in the fishing villages

will have to be won in groups.
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Functional substitutes must be well thought out in

order to adequately meet the felt needs of the groups of

animists. Not only among the fishermen but also among farmers

and urban dwellers, functional substitutes must be provided.

It would not be too difficult to provide a functional substi-

tute for the mudang's koo

t

at the opening of a new restaurant

in an urban situation, for instance.

Especially a functional substitute for ancestor worship

should be regularized by the Christian Church. As previously

stated, the service now followed in many of the churches has

crept in the back door without any supervision or theological

examination by the Church. This needs to be thoroughly

examined and a Christian service produced that can be accepted

Churchwide

.

The recent nativistic movements such as the Olive Tree

Movement and Tongilkyo have gathered in great numbers of

former Christians who were obviously dissatisfied with the

Church. The fact that they easily reverted to a syncretism

with animism might say to us that they were not grounded in a

strong. Biblical faith. I belie ve ,'ihowever , the reason for

the large, nativistic movements was not the lack of Biblical

training; the Korean church people know their Bible. Rather,

some Christians followed those nativistic movements because

the Church and the power of Christ were not as influential in

their daily lives as the animism of their neighbor. Their

daily emotional needs were not being met.

We conclude that a thorough study of these movements

must be made to find the missing aspects in the life of the
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Christian Church. These missing aspects, then, must be

supplied usually in the form of Christian functional substi-

tutes for the animistic practices.

Danger of Syncretism

All of these conclusions, if followed, should clear

the way for animists to become Christian without too much

dislocation. However, we must always guard against syncretism

and not allow animistic practices unwashed by Christian

baptism to enter into the life of the Christians. Syncretism

with animism is known in all of the other major religions of

Korea, which have animistic mixtures, but the Christian Church

must be always on guard that nothing enter its religious life

that is unbiblical. This study of the animistic culture of

Korea has brought clearly to me the need for preaching of the

Gospel to Korea in a manner that denotes a deep understanding

of the animistic culture of the people. Yet this preaching

must be always under the control of our standard of faith

and practice: the Holy Bible.
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